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A", School 'of Thrift
, . .

A Saving Account at this .bank has been a School
of -Thrift and a foundation of business success
for rnany people. The savings accounts of students
are invited.

~4%INTEREST PAID ON'
.. ' () SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

LEARN. TO SAVE SAVE TO LEARN

The Western Bank & Trust c.,
Twelfth and Vine Streets

Clifton Heights Branch at Hughes Corner
.Clifton Avenue and McMillan Street

SHEPARD
BALL BEARIN G ELEVATORS

Full automatic freight and passenger elevators,
speed up to 600 feet per minute.

Shepard elevators are the most efficient and have
the lowest maintenance cost of any elevator on the
market.

You are cordially invited to visit our new plant.

THE SHEPARD. ELE.VATOR CO.
2425 to 2431 COLERAIN AVENUE

CINCINNATI, OHIO
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Fighting Submarines with Elevators
When the American people answered Navy and provided automatic leveling
(tWar" in 1917, no matter was of more elevators for the delivery of the mines
importance than the readjustment of the from the hold of the mine layers to the
great industries to the conditions of war, main deck, where they could be put
and no contribution to national defense overboard at such frequent intervals
was more exacting than that of the Otis as to make the laying of the barrage a
Elevator Company. success.

It was a long way from the ordinary In an article published several years
operations of business buildings through- ago, Captain Belknap, U.S.N., who was
out the country to the North Sea in war in command of the mine laying squad-
time, yet strangely enough Otis auto- ron at the time, stated that in the nine
matie leveling or micro-drive elevators months or more of operation, in which
proved one of the most valuable innova- sixty thousand mines were handled in
tions in connection with naval warfare. and out, as well as many more in the

Up to the time the American Navy course of drills, there was only one
became a factor in the World War, it occasion in which anyone of the thirty-
had been impossible to lay, in the North two elevators was shut down. This was
Sea, the contemplated mine barrage, the fault of the operator, not the elevator,
which it was hoped could be used to pre.. in that it was run too far up and jammed
vent submarines from skirting the north there for a few hours, but without
end of the British Isles. This had been causing any delay in the mine laying
impossible, because the time required operation.
to get the mines overboard prevented In war as in peace, the Otis Elevator
successful results. The Otis Elevator has become one of the indispensable
Company cooperated with the American parts of our civilization.

Otis Micro-Drive Elevators, as developed for the mine laying ships and for the
great Army and Navy Bases at New York and Boston, are now in. constant use
throughout all parts of the country in office buildings, hotels, department stores,
warehouses, terminals and factories. The automatic leveling feature eliminates
"inchingt'at the floors, obviates the stumbling hazard in passenger elevators, as well
as saving time in operation, and increasing the life of the apparatus. On freight
elevators it also provides an exactly level landing to facilitate the handling of freight.

o TIS E LEV A TOR C 0 11 PAN Y
Offices in all Principal Cities of the Wodd

Photograph by courtesy of Captain R. R. Belknap, U. S. N.
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Where two steam locomotives formerly puffed and strained to pull a 360-ton freight trein- up the
steep slope of Maltrata incline, two electric locomotives haul a 660-ton train with power to spare.

,r .

Electricity levels the Mountains
In Mexico, romantic land of pretty senoritas
and languorous minstrelsy, practical American
engineers have harnessed streams so that moun-
tains may be leveled.•The winding thirty-mile Maltrata incline on the
road from Vera Cruz to Mexico City is now elec-
trified. Ten electric locomotives replace twenty-
three steam engines. The electrics haul twice the
tonnage of the steam locomotives-and in half
the time, with obvious benefits to traveler, rail-
roader, and shipper.

Yet Maltrata is but an example of electrical
progress. For electricity is conquering the grades
of railroads and of industry alike, the world over.

Impressive, no doubt, but still modest when
compared with the possibilities of electricity in
years to come. And it remains for college-
trained men, with trained capacity for initiative
and leadership, 'to become ambassadors for fur-
ther electrical conquests in foreign lands.

GENERAL~ELECTRIC·
C3NBRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHEN,ECTADY. NEW YORK

~
The General Electric Com-
pany required but eighteen
months to electrify Mal-
trata incline-locomotives,
power plant, transmission
equipment complete. En-
gineering skill, backed by
vast manufacturing facil-
ities, has enabled G-E to
serve humanity in many
ways.

A series of G-E advertise-
ments showing what elec-
tricity is doing in many
fields will be sent on request.
Ask for booklet GEK-l.
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A random life they led from year to year,
All blindly floundering on. No craft they knew
With woven brick or jointed beam to pile
The sunward porch; but in the dark earth burrowed
And housed, like tiny ants in sunless caves.
No signs they knew to mark the wintry year:
The flower-strewn Spring, and the [ruii-laderi Summer
Uncalendared, unregistered, returned-
Till I the difficult art of the stars revealed,
Their risings and their settings. Numbers, too,
I taught them (a most choice device), and how
By marshalled signs to fix their shifting thoughts,
That Memory, mother of Muses, might achieve
Her wondrous works. I first slaved to the yoke
Both ox and ass. I, the rein-loving steeds
(OJ wealth's gay-flaunting pomp the chiefesi pride)
Joined to the car; and bade them ease the toils
Of laboring men vicarious. I the first
Upon the lint-winged car of mariner
Was launched, sea-wandering. Such wise arts I found,
To soothe the ills of man's ephemeral Iife:

From Aeschylus' "PROMETHEUS BOUND"
Black ie's translation.
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A Co-op This year the Co-op Club has re- shoul~ for their own good.. The. foremost problem,
S · ceived unusually interesting returns then, IS to overcome these difficulties even to a greater
ymposlum from its annual contest in which degree than they have been overcome, and so build up

prizes are offered for the best criticism of the College of the morale of the College.
Engineering and Commerce and of technical education It has been suggested that an explanation of the co-
in general. The spirit in which these criticisms are operative system be given to the Freshmen before
invited is in itself a guarantee of their constructive they start work. It would seem quite as important to
nature. The contest presupposes neither an attitude remind him yearly, as he advances thru the courses,
of petty fault-finding nor a blind devotion to one's of the position of his class in the co-operative system:
college. It is assumed that the critic will recognize to show him what had been done; to tell him what new
what is good, and will properly appreciate it. At the responsibilities would be expected of him in the future,
same time, however, it is expected that he will give and so keep him in touch constantly with the principles
special attention to what can be improved. and methods which Dean Schneider has laid out.

Th b itt d b WESt-Ill J' hi h Such explanations could be given in a talk to eache essay su rm e y . . 1 we, r., w IC 1 S J - f
- d th fi t - - . t d - f 11 - thi - c ass, ophomore, Pre- umor, and so on, by a pro essorreceive e Irs prtze, IS prm e In u In IS Issue. -

E t t f f th th
iti - - or by a student of the next higher class, who would be

x rac s rom some 0 e 0 er err rcrsms are grven
b 1

- f dit - 1 _. coached by a faculty member. At these talks students
e ow as a sympOSIum 0 e I orIa opInIon. . -could be told of the accomplishments of graduates, and'

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 of the standing of their University as compared with
The Engineering College of the University of Cin- others.

cinnati possesses certain characteristics which in- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

herently contribute to a lack of solid school spirit. The All engineering students p~y a certain activity fee
student body is divided into two sections, the men which enables them to see a few of their classmates get
of which cannot be brought into everyday contact. the physical exercise which they all need so badly,
The work is so intensive that little time is left for social The opportunity is offered to all the students to go to
contacts of any kind. The College is young and so does the gym at any time they are in classes, with the ex-
not enjoy the fame a few other schools havehad time ception of hobby-hour time and the one hour following
to gain, many of them less deserving, too. Further, the afternoon classes. During work periods, however,
many of the men who survive the courses are of the the number of students who can keep up their gym
type who do not value social union as highly as they work is limited to a very few. If the gym could be held

THE CO~OPERATIVE ENGINEER
UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI - - - - CINCINNATI, OHIO



open until, say 8 :00 o'clock, in the evening, man)
more co-ops could find time for their workouts. OJ]
Saturday, the only time that many men are free at all,
the swimming pool is empty. A correction of these
faults would be a step in the direction in which the
University authorities here have shown a decided trend,
that toward efficient physical education.

Only in a general way can it be suggested that many
improvements are possible. in the presentation of
technical subjects by professors, as they will themselves
agree. After a student has taken a course he knows
where his troubles lay, and so may suggest corrections
for his own difficulties. One of the outstanding weak
points has been the explanation of the meaning of new
technical terms as they are introduced. One out of
five seniors recently knew the distinction between
"implicit" and "explicit" functions. Twenty words
at the time of introduction would have cleared the
matter once and for all. Many students get in the
"dry rut" toward which all technical subjects tend,
and they lose sight of the meanings of terms outside
the actual application in one instance, just as they
lose sight of the big general idea with which they are
working.

The co-operative course is now so full that not all
the subjects can be given that should be required for a
technical man to know, but if it were approrpiate to
suggest new courses, they would be these, first:

Financial Engineering
Inspection Trips for Seniors
Public Speaking

Any man can put enough material in a bridge to make
it stand, but it requires an engineer to put just so
much material as is needed and no more, in it. Hence
financial engineering, by which is meant engineering
from an economical standpoint, would be invaluable.
Freshman inspection trips help them to decide what
course they want to follow. Wouldn't it be fine if they
could go through such plants after they had learned
enough engineering to be able to comprehend what they
saw? Some men graduate and never speak before a
crowd. They have brains but they have never taken
the opportunity to speak. They will need the ex-
perience sometime and then they will wish they had
already had it.

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0

We do not mean to infer that the understanding of
the basic principles of industry that the student ac-
quires is not valuable to him, but we do think that if
the student had intelligent instruction while on the
job, he would be able to learn a great deal faster
than he is able to do under the present system. We
should have an instructor, of the type that are now
in our laboratories at school, who would actually put
on his working clothes and give the student the benefit
of his experience and education, explaining to the men
the theory involved in -the job at hand, and pointing
out defects in the workmanship of the individual

students. The instructor would keep in touch with
the student's school work and endeavor to point out
applications of principles being studied in the classroom
and to clear up any question that had not been made
clear in the theoretical discussion in the classroom.

Some liberal courses should be added to the curricu-
lum. They would serve the purpose of giving the
engineer a balance to his industrial knowledge, so as
to help him to realize that there are other things' in
life beside work. They would stimulate him to take
an interest in local and national affairs, as an intelligent
leader and responsible citizen should. They would
give him the taste and ability to enjoy his leisure.
They would act as a relief from technical studies and
help to preserve some idealism in his mind. Unfor-
tunately, a oorrtinuous study of solid technical subjects
has a tendency to deaden ideals and dreams and pro-
duce what is known as the "handbook engineer." What
of it? Just this: every step that has contributed toward
the progress and improvement of man had its birth
first as an ideal in the mind of some person. The
greatest engineer is he who first dreams, then translates
his dream into action; not he who has lost his imagina-
tion and mechanically performs each day's labor.
Consequently, any general courses that stimulate the
student's idealism are worth while.

I have two suggestions to offer concerning what
liberal subjects should be placed in the curriculum.
The first is, that a course in speaking be added, this
course to be under the supervision of instructors com-
petent to criticize, and suggest improvements in, the
student's presentation. Topics selected for this course
might be on government affairs. Thus a double pur-
pose would be served. The student would become
interested in the functioning of the political machinery
of his nation. He would also acquire the ability to
present his opinion before a public assembly, a valuable
asset .. Second, that a course in appreciation of litera-
ture, perhaps similar to the one given to architects,
be given to all the students of the Engineering College.
In order to find time to give cultural subjects two
methods are suggested. Either extend the course to
six years, or cut off some of the specialized courses
of the present fifth year.

The work in the various courses is covered too
hurriedly. The classroom subjects are taught with
such speed that only a student who is exceptionally
quick can stand the pace without strain. For most
students, not so gifted, this means cramming all the
time they are in school. Such knowledge is not lasting.
In the end it slips out of the mind as hastily as it was
forced in. Such methods necessarily allow time for
only a superficial knowledge of the subject taught. It
consumes most of a student's time and energy, leaving
him little opportunity to develop his initiative or origi-
nality. A slow thinker has no chance to stay in the college.
Yet a slow thinker is often a thorough and a deep
thinker, and for some types of work, he should make
an excellent engineer.

7J U N E, 1926
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BASEBALL TEAM
Back row-F. H. Vanderhoof, R. Feiler, R. Kemper, G. Markle, J. Hiqqinboiiran. R. H. Hart, W. Borneman, J. Swing, L. H. Hupp,

M. Turrell, Coacb Chambers
Middle row-Me Hoffman" Mgr.; C. Vance, C. Otterbein, G. Keller, R. W. Hart, Capt. E. Allen, C. Valeniiner, E. Stroud, H. Elmore,

R. Glasgow
Front rou-r-P, Lathes, R. Dial, J. A. Price, F. Flinchpaugh, J. Mayercik, H. Van Wye, C. Burbank, B. Lewis

THE SPRING SEASON IN ATHLETICS
By W. V. ARNOLD, Com. E. '28

Flashes from the 'Track 6~ points behind Ohio Wesleyan. Miami won the

Alth h b t b N,r· ··t diti I· I h meet easily.oug ea en y riamr, 1 s tra itiona rrva t e
Bearcat track team had a most successful season. The During the course of the season the track men have
Bearcat flashes started their string of victories by shown marked improvement and as the result several
beating the Central Y. M. C. A. in a practice meet to team records were broken. Captain George Hilker,
the tune of 76-54. The Bearcats won eight of the showing his heels, to the opposing trackmen for the
fifteen events. "Ackie" Stone, the former Norwood last time, broke the two-mile record in the O. U. meet,
star made the best showing of the new men. He won his time being 9 minutes, 572/5 seconds. The Bearcats .
the low hurdles and tied Allen for first place in the high will miss their sturdy little captain, as George has been
jump. He .also won the high hurdles, but was dis- one of our most consistent scorers.
qualified for running around a hurdle. The other new "Eth" Allen was the other record breaker. He broke
men who broke into the scoring c~lumn were Glenn the broad jump record by jumping 22 feet 7~ inches
Biggs, Dick Bolton, Lee Davis, Frank Dost, Ran in the Miami meet. The next week in the B. A. A.
Emig, Clarence Gallimore, Carl Rivas and Bob Wetten- meet he threw the discus 122 feet 7 inches for a new
gell. In subsequent meets the Bearcats swamped record. The track team will miss this versatile athlete
Antioch, 105 1/6 to 25 5/6, broke the Denison jinx by greatly, as he runs both the dashes.
trouncing the Baptists 69-62, and decisively defeated Other stars have shone brightly this year. Not to be
Ohio D., 99-32. Miami, however, with the best team outdone by Hilker and Allen, "Red" Bolton showed
in its history, broke Cincy's winning streak on May 15 very creditably in the shot put and discus. Ralph
when they scored 7972 to 5172 victory in a dual meet Bennett, one of the best dash men in the state made
at Oxford. The B. A. Meet climaxed the season on good time in everyone of his starts. Bill Dunkman,
May 22. In this meet the Bearcats finished 3rd, only who graduates this year, will be sorely missed in the
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mile as will Bukey in the 880, Hyer and Schmidt in big league teams have been dickering for his services
the pole vault and Maddux in the discus and javelin. and it was quite a relief to know that "Eth" is going

The wealth of sophomore and freshman material to confine his talents to the Old Home Town. He

TRACK TEAM
Standing-Coach McLaren, H. Hyer, W. Schmid, O. Lockland, J. Frieden, R. Emig, R. Bolton, R. Sacks, L. Grassjeder, E. Wilson, R.

Maddux, P. Wilson, J. Cobb, W. Cobb
Silting-R. Weltinger, C. Galimore, R. Bennett, N. Bukey, W. Dunkman, Capt. G. Hilker, W. Slone, G. Biggs, R. Bradford, W. Hammelralh

however, augurs well for a repetition of this year's joins the Cincinnati Reds on graduating from school.
strong team in 1927. Cliff Burbank, the promising sophomore, is batting

Cracks from the Bat near the 400 mark. Coach Chambers is grooming him
. ... to take Allen's place in center field next year.

During the past season, Varsity carried one of the "CI kie' V I t· th · .: d.. ar ie a en mer, e remammg mur erer,
heaviest schedules ever required of a college team. The t t d th . h·'- I · d f hi At th s t. . . s ar e e season In W rr WIn as Ion. e pre en
Be~rcats had an l.n-and-out season, wl~nIng fi~e ~nd time he is in a slump, but no doubt will murder the
losing four games In the Buckeye Athletic ASSOCIatIon. pellet in the remaining games. Vally still is suffering

There is one remaining game in the B. A. A. to be from his football shoulder, which caused Coach to
played with Miami. The Big Reds have an edge over transfer him from third to the initial sack, where he is
our "Pets", as they defeated our ball tossers earlier showing great form.
in the season. This game will have a slight effect on Bill Martz, the team's midget, was shifted from the
our standing in the Buckeye Athletic Association. outfield tothird base where he played a bang up game.

. The catching problem was one of Coach Chamber's
The Bearcats will take the field on three more · · At th ta t f th it th ht. . major worrIes. e s ar 0 e season I was' oug

occasions ~gainst t~ams ou~s~de the associa~ions. The that with Clair Rautsong and Gur Vanderhoof, the
boys are I~ splendid condition and should annex all "Mask and Pad" job would be well taken care of. As
these remammg games. the season grew older these boys fell off with their

The triumph over Ohio State was the first victory "Willow Work" and were supplanted by Clem Otter-
in years over the State players. This is quite a feather bein.
in their caps, as State is ranked high in the Big Ten Nick Altrock, alias Clem Otterbein, caught good
Conference. ball for a few games when the "slump fever" got him.

Not to be outdone by the New York Yankees, the The next man to try the receiving duties was Richard
Bearcats have a Murderers'Row too, consisting of Dial, of Basket Ball fame, who up to date is doing
"Eth" Allen, Cliff Burbank and Clark Valentiner. very creditable work.

. The 'pitching staff consisted of Markle, Hart and
Allen ~as been fielding at his usu~l gait. His batting Turrell, with Swing and Fischer ready to fill the breach

prowess IS known throughout the middle west. Several (Continued on page 33)



Arthur McQuaid, Am.erican

A SHAFT OF LIGHT
D __ TJ~ • _T Cr-.~~"'T~"W"""""~"'"
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As a special feature of the present issue, The Co-operative Engineer has obtained permission to reprint one of
-Dean Schneider's "Arthur McQuaid" stories, which appeared in The Outlook in I9I7. Many of the present genera-
tion of students do not know the Dean as a writer of fiction. His A rthur McQuaid stories gained him a national rep-
utation and several of the stories were included in Edward J. O'Brien's list of the best short stories of I9I7. The story

:!~"AShaft of Light," which is here reprinted,was chosen because of its college setting, and also because it won for
'Dean Schneider a place on the Honor Roll of Short Story Writers of America. The "Editor's Note" at the beginning
is quoted [rom The Outlook.

Arthur McQuaid "sairved the Lord," as he wouldhave phrased
it, as a cobbler in a Pennsylvania mining town. Physically and
mentally he was outstanding; he radiated a lasting impressionof
a jovial man of strong convictions. His controlling passions
were the destiny of the United States and a personal God to
whom he could talk about daily affairs. He rarely argued or
defmed these, but he lived them every day. He phrased his
thoughts in archaic form as the result of reading the Bible and
Matthew Henry's "Commentaries" daily while he worked. The
first Arthur McQuaid story appeared in The Outlook, May 23,
1917;.~The Editors.

; The Faculty session dragged. Then the stickler for
distinctions proposed that we use the words "Bachelor
Degree.Ymstead of "Bachelor's Degree," in our An-
nouncement of Courses; and forthwith a stately discus-
sion moved through the late afternoon hours. The
procession of words lost itself finally, like (he twilight,
in a gray.fog, When we emerged after the meeting into
night and reality, my mind was racing vividly over the
education of one Henry Manson.

A product of the old and the new South, Manson
came North to college rich in. a mental and physical
heritage but poor in money. Any good woman's heart
would have warmed toward Manson's mother because
of the son she had made. Unconsciously he proclaimed
her handiwork. When he entered the registrar's office,
neat, grave, courteous, trustful, and upstanding, his
whole bearing conveyed his mother's anxious message
to whom it might concern: "This is my son. As you
see him, so he is. Every boy can fib with his tongue,
but this one cannot with his eyes. He has a deep faith
in God, which is good. He has an equally deep faith
in women-but what else could I do? He is too serious
for his years; there was poverty because of the war, and
after his father died we counted the pennies together.
He is utterly innocent of the obvious fact that he is
attractive. I have tried not' to smother him with
mothering, nor yet to have him become what his father
would have called a 'smart Aleck' for lack of it. He is
not a goody-goody; there is a deal of fight in him. But
from this time on his trainingis a man's work. I must
now stay alone in the background and watch for his
letters and. pray to God and dream the dreams that
drift around a mother's craving hope."

The making of Manson proceeded according to estab-
lished methods. His boyhood beliefs were tramped
flat like toys by the marshaled laws of science. The
foundations of his religion were shattered to dust by
the methodical thundering of accurately fired scientific

principles.· The God of his mother's teachings wasin
full retreat, and only found sanctuary for a scant fifteen
minutes. every morning in the chapel exercises. Even
the chaplain conducted his office more like a paid cus-
todian than a passionate defender. The theories of
evolution, as they were unrolled before him by an
acknowledged' authority, made the world a thing that
just grew. Living lacked co-ordination, foreordination,
even ordination, and' was more like .Eliza crossing the
ice than a pilgrim's progress.

His faith in women was torn out by the roots. The
wound was too' deep to heal, but he hid the pain.
Some older' students managed this at a long Sunday
night sitting.

When he went home at the end of the first school
year, his raiment revealed the fact that personal at-
tractiveness was his ever-present consideration. The
girl across the street caught the significance of this in
an instant; she stifled the spontaneous "Oh, Hen-ner
ree!' of former days and murmured, politely, :'How do
you do, Henry?"

Henry, checking an up-and-down glance, said, "How
do you do, Marjorie?" and looked at the sky while he
stammered, "It's a-a nice day, isn't it?"

But his mother noticed only the novelty of a pipe,
and frankly approved. It was good to have the smell
of smoke in the house again.

The cloister of Henry's mind was stripped of the
remnant of his mother's broidery by a summer spent
as timekeeper in a railway construction camp, and in
the fall he fared back to college cherishing some new
swear-words and countenancing a strictly monetary
view of human labor; for his own hands did no digging
and his own back DQ lifting. Another year of classroom
pounding and of chapel exercises, the latter utilized
for a glance at' studies neglected the night before, left
impresses that on his second visit home made his
mother's heart long for a plain talk; but somehow it
never could be started. Majorie's greeting that year
was simply, "You're looking well," and Henry's reply,
"You're looking well."

Then came another summer as timekeeper on the
construction of a Government dam; the Congressman
of his district arranged it. The river was not navi-
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gable, and never would be; everybody in the neighbor-
hood knew it and joked about it and told the Congress-
man what a smart man he was.

His mother cried a little when he left for his third
year at college, and Marjorie, gathering fruit for jelly
under the trees in the side yard, inquired, "Leaving,
Henry?" Then she stood up and pushed back her
sunbonnet and looked at him squarely.

"Well," she said, "I guess this is good-by to Hen-
ner-ree."

The trip North was a listless thing. Two years be-
fore he had thrilled at his first sight of the Capitol dome
at Washington. Now he glanced at it and muttered,
"Graft!" A pillared church near Baltimore, which
looked like the one at home, stimulated only the cynical
thought, "Empty." At Baltimore some girls going
North to school went through the pigeon-like flutter of
settling down, during which he appraised them frankly,
and they appraised him just as frankly. "Good-by to
Hen-ner-ree!' Well, why in thunder, he asked himself,
did people stuff their children full of make-believe non-
sense in a practical world where the survival of the
fittest was the one sure rule of the game?

It flashed on him suddenly that he had discovered a
great secret! Religion, the flag, and a clean .code-i-
clever creations of the cleverest men to serve their per-
sonal ends! The Congressman who managed the river
improvement graft longed in every Fourth of July
speech for a chance to die for his country; he sat well
forward in church and used every artifice to make his
presence evident; he had a wife who believed all he
said, but last summer at the dam there were whispered
stories of his life at Washington.

Good-byto Hen-ner-ree! What a fool he had been!
What fools most people were! And here he was, back
of the veil, knowing the secret of the clever ones, all by
his own cleverness. A man at last!

The great discovery was running through his mind
the next morning as he came down the campus after
registering. It explained many things. It-

"Lad," a rich voice interrupted, "are ye one 0' the
disciples that sit at the feet of the masters?"

Henry the cynical, responding instinctively to the
tone, straightened up to Henry the gravely courteous.
Two men and a boy confronted him. The men wore
speckless Grand Army uniforms, and the boy had the
togs and the telescope of a freshman from the country.
This new youngster was about like all freshmen from
small towns, and a glance merely emphasized the freckles
and the hair fringe; one of the Grand Army men was
of a type also-long, lean, with short, sparse, graying
whiskers under a hooked nose that dominated the face;
but the other-the one who had spoken to him, and
the ring of whose voice had instantly jolted every fiber
of his being to a tension ready for action-this man was
a generator of power. Henry sensed it at once, because
he had known a generator of power.

There leaped to the top of his mind in clear detail a
railway yard near his home; particularly vivid was the
genius of the yard, a boyhood god of bushy graying hair
over eyes that said more than the tight mouth below
the stubby nose. Men asking for work knew instinc-
tively that he was the boss of things; they asked in a
few unadorned words and accepted the answer without
quibble, for the yes or no was dictated by what the eyes
saw in their eyes, rather than by what the ears heard
from their tongues. The genius of the yard was fine
when things were running accurately in their foreor-
dained way, for then he would lean back in his chair in
the signal tower with his square-toed shoes on the win-
dow sill, watching benignly the orderly movement of
trains going, trains coming, and trains rearranging, and
tell the adoring boy, who hurried thither from school,
the romance of railway days when the struggle was with
the wild fantasies of outlaws, Indians, and the elements,
instead of as now with pieces of paper from head-
quarters. But he was magnificent when the yard
choked on a hlizzardy winter night-when physical
endurance cried a protest and things of cold iron
snapped and the muddle went to men's minds, then he
stood on legs of steel in the shrieking tangle, and with
the sharp lash of his tongue and a challenge of cowardice
in his eyes sent overwhelmed spirits back to do the
impossible with the crazy energy of utter exhaustion.
His name was McGinnis, and no man ever thought of
bossing him. In bed at night, after a visit to the yard,
Henry would lie straight and tense and imagine Mc-
Ginnis surrounded by attacking redskins, or fighting a
band of robbers, or facing some appalling natural
catastrophe; and always McGinnis won, or he died
standing.

And here was another McGinnis, thicker and, if pos-
sible, solider of body, with the same chin and the same,
but merrier blue eyes. The mouth, too, was more
ready to smile than McGinnis's. Above all, there was
the same radiation of irresistible power, but with an
open friendliness that withheld nothing.

Henry tipped his hat and said he was one of the
disciples.

"I'm Arthur McQuaid, by the grace of God, a shoe-
maker," the rich voice went on, "and this is Jake
Schwenck, who sairves the Lord as a master builder,
and -the lad is his third-born, whom we've brought to
the seers to be taught the whole duty of man. Would
ye mind tellin' us to which of the temples ·we should
direct his footsteps?"

Henry, relishing memories of the masterful McGinnis,
volunteered to show them.

"Ye see, now," said Arthur to the third-born, "the
fairst duty of the wise is to be a torch to them that
falter in the darkness. Ye'll mind the Preacher' says,"
and he quoted the Wisdom of Solomon in an even voice
while he strode up the campus at a pace that made
Jake Schwenck gasp.
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The business of registering the third-born was
quickly accomplished by a clerk; the money, all in gold
and silver, was paid in full by Arthur, and the receipt
ceremoniously handed to Jake Schwenck to be care-
fully tucked in his inner pocket. .

"And now I'd have a waird with the seers," said
Arthur, respectfully.

The clerk nodded to Henry, and a group of matricu-
lating classmates threw him grins of discomfiture as he
led the procession forth, with the third-born at the rear
soberly lugging his bulging telescope:

Henry chose tactfully to begin with the Professor
of Astronomy, a little man with a long gray beard and
the heart of a shy child. They lingered here most of
the morning, listening to the wonderful story of the
stars told haltingly as a bashful girl would tell of her
peerless knight. They gazed with awe at the great
telescopes, and when the astronomer showed them a
photograph of a little patch of the Milky Way and
apologized because a thousand suns, each millions of
miles from the others, found room to disport themselves
therein, Arthur's tears flowed frankly. The seer, to
ease thesituation, then explained, with little coughs of
embarrassment, how the comets tear through space at
speeds inconceivable and appear in their appointed
places at their appointed times. Arthur's tears flowed
the more and his head bent in humility. Henry, com-
prehending, dared to put his arm over the big bowed
shoulders.

"Tm-only a shoemaker, but is there aught I can make
for the Lord's temple?" Arthur fairly begged. Then,
with sudden inspiration: "Ye go in and out before the
Most High God on winter nights. Would ye grant it
to a sairvant of the Lord to make ye a pair 0' winter
shoes as an offering to the temple?"

The timekeeper of the universe was too overcome to
.~phrase the protest which his modesty prompted.

" 'Tis the thing my hands can do!" cried Arthur,
with finality; and the astronomer submitted in con-
fusion to having his two feet measured and mapped,
while Arthur called upon the Lord to witness how im-
portant it was that they should summon' all of their
skill to this task. Then, rising, he said, "Now we'll
have a waird 0' prayer," and poured forth a paean of
power and majesty that left Henry trembling.

It was the third-born who called their attention on
leaving to the fact that it was lunch time. The descent
from the splendor of t.he heavens to the sandwiches in
the shoe-box jolted Henry, and he flamed with an im-
pulse to wring the youngster's neck. But a moment
later he was grateful, for Arthur announced that he
would have a word with the Lord's. servant the philoso-
pher. Henry gasped, for Ithe Professor of Philosophy
was a dapper young man possessed of a withering wit
that mercilessly wilted the older growth of ideals but
excited to tropical luxuriance the newer germinations of

self and sex. He stirred women's clubs to rampageous
resolutions, but as the servant of the Most High God-~ .

An instinctive dislike for this teacher tempted Henry
for a moment to risk the wrecking of Arthur's fme old
woodcut picture of the seers and the temples just to
witness a combat between the shoemaker's great soul
and the philosopher's vandal spirit. But the blessing
which Arthur asked on their lunch, by the spring in a
corner of the campus, routed this alluring whim:

"Ye've blessed this bread, Father, for ye've blessed
the wairk that airned it; 'tis wairk ye could look upon
and say it was' good. As ye're well aware, thy sairvant
Jake Schwenck hides no dark places on the rim of his
conscience. From airly morn till supper time he be-
stows the best of his head and hands to build for others
as he'd build for himself. Ye'll mind the time the cor-
rupt politicians whispered together to build a road, out
of county money, to the farm of the wicked judge, and
besought Jake to raise a bridge thereon, and how he
confounded them with his indignation, while I stood by
with a stout oak stick and quoted the Holy Waird to
their confusion. Aye, Lord, he can look upon the bone
and sinew of his offspring with the whole of his con-
science, as a tiller of the soil looks upon his storehouses,
and not as a usurer upon his gains. A multitude of
wairds cannot sanctify the meat taken from the sacri-
fice of another, but the portion of one who has sairved
the needs of his fellow-men is already blessed. Amen
and amen. ','

A jealous desire to protect old Arthur seized Henry.
Then with consternation he realized that there was
hardly one among the seers he knew who would not
in some measure destroy the illusion. He went over
them carefully, one by one. It was while the shoe-box
was being re-tied that a safe way opened; for through
the trees he spied the librarian tripping benignly and
guilelessly to his duties, shedding the light of his coun-
tenance in ever-recurring smiles on every person and
prospect his eyes lit upon.

"I'd have have a waird with the philosopher," Arthur
announced, when all was in order.

1

"He's at dinner and he'll rest a while," said Henry.
"We'll go to the library. I want you to see the books."

"Aye," Arthur agreed, " 'tis the heat 0' the day. In
the cool 0' the evenin' under the stars he'd grant a
waird; but Jake told the good woman we'd be home th'
night. Come, then, we'll go to the storehouse of wis-
dom."

To the storehouse of wisdom they went, and it
sufficed. Appreciative visitors were a boon to the
librarian, for they furnished an excuse to go about the
books and browse over treasured texts. So he led them
from alcove to alcove, and read to them the simple
thoughts of the great minds, leaving undisturbed the
entangling creeds of the little ones. Arthur stood with
his head tilted judicially to one side, smiling approval
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and deep content. Henry could fairly see his soul ex-
spanding and felt his own expanding too.

"Ah, that's good! That's good!" Arthur would
snap when a great truth flashed forth in simple words.
"What seer said that?" And the librarian, with 'the
little touch of vanity of one acquainted with the great,
would transport them in thought to a temple in China,
a plain in India, a mountain-side in Persia, or a col-

. umned court in Greece or Italy.

In the late afternoon they drifted into the science
alcoves, and Arthur's wonder at the glory of the works
of the Lord grew unbounded.

" 'Tis grand! 'tis grand!" he said in a shaking voice.
"We'll have a waired 0' prayer."~

.e: ,I "Ye'll recall, Father, when I awoke this mornin' and
found ye'd rolled up the night and spread out the day,
I stood before ye and besought ye to walk with us, .Ior
the way was new and the mission grave. The foot-
steps of the third-born were to be set on the way of
wisdom. As I watered the fern on the window-sill and
obsairved a new leaf unroll, ye'Il mind 1 said in my
heart, ' 'Tis the law of all life : Food and light and a care
not to crush, and the leaf will unfold to its foreordained
pattern.'

"I was uneasy on the way, as a dog comin' near a
strange place. Aye, a railway train would have bereft
King Solomon himself of wisdom; 'tis a wanton whairl-
wind that sets ye down at yer place all shaken. Could
I have walked, anxiety would not have waxed apace

~ within me; we'd have tramped fairmly together knowin'
J ye'd set a disciple at the entering in or the gate and a
... scribe at the place where the price is paid, and that the

seers would be in their appointed posts, except thy
'J sairvant the philosopher, who'd rest in the heat of the

day. But the train made a lump of my thoughts,
Father, and how could this thy storehouse of wisdom
and thy sairvant the keeper of the books find a suitable
setting therein?

"Lord God, ye've overwhelmed me this day, for ye've
.stooped to smooth the way for an auld shoemaker while
ye were marshalin' the stars in the measureless reaches
of the fairmament; and ye've granted me a glimpse of
the sparklin' jewels ye've distilled in the minds of the
hoary seers. As the Preacher says, 'The wairds of a
man's mouth are as deep waters; the wellspring of wis-
dom is as a flowin' brook.' 'Tis like the course of Red-
line's Creek that turns the wheel of Tom Collins's mill.
In the spring it issues from the womb of the airth and
plays and coos about the moss and the sand and the
airly ferns; then it surges to the flood-tide of youth and
breaks its bounds in a reckless torrent that lists not
where it over-runs. In good time the summer day
shine and shower, and it steadies itself to the wairk of
the wheel and grinds its measure of grist. Then
autumn creeps up, and the days fly by like the shadow
of a swift bird in the settin' sun. The sap slips back
to mother airth from whence it came; the growth is

done, the limbs set, and the bark draws tight. Each
mornin' the hoarfrost is whiter, and the voices of life
hush more and more. The channels through which
the fountains gushed press closer, and the brook lags
and picks its way; the wheel slows and the miller casts
the yield of yer summer. And then, Father, come the ~
dreamy days when the mornin' warns of the winter to
come, and midday whispers of times agone; and in the
silence of the eventide ye linger by while the last golden
glint of light strikes a drop of pure water as it falls to
the pool that mirrors the wheel. 'Tis a jewel of wis-
dom, and 'tis so ye fashion it! -

"If we could .only walk home this evenin', Father!
There'll be a moon. The smell of the soft wood ground
will stir the good lust for the soil, and the voices in the
shadows will be low and reverent. We could fair feel
the airth roll along to the sairvice of the seasons, as the
seer said ye ordained at the beginning; aye, and sense
the tug on the mighty reins by which ye hold the stars
in their bewilderin' balance! And there are the wairds
of the hoary wise men to ponder over, and the wee
specks thy sairvant the keeper of the books has told us
about, that make all manner of matter-so tiny that
the mote in the sunbeam is like unto the length and
breadth of County Down by comparison; and how all
follow the law as ye ordained before ye laid the founda-
tions of the wairld. Could we but walk with ye this
night, the fallow fields and the harvest heaps, the gnarled
rocks and the hushed homesteads - all that lives
and all that seems dead would bear witness, saying:
'As it was in the beginning, is now, and ever shall bel'
But ye've already set before me a lordly dish, and the
tongue of the Psalmist would want for wairds where-
with to give thanks to thee, and to they sairvants the
seer of the stars and the keeper of the books, and to
the disciple who showed the way. Amen and amen."

When Henry raised his head and looked at old
Arthur, he was not surprised to find tears on the ruddy
cheeks, for the strong voice had broken a little toward
the end of the prayer. His own throat was a bit
trembly, but his heart was filled with a deep content.
Even the stolid third-born seemed awed, and the
librarian took Arthur's arm as they went to the door.

Arthur, who always walked with decision, was the
first to reach the steps. He was about to put on his
cap, but arrested the motion and stood stock still. The
rest came out quickly and followed his gaze to the
western sky.

A great gray cloud, hemmed with brilliant orange,
screened the sun. Away in the distance the Blue
Mountains drew a broad band of purple, touched at the
upper edge with the golden sift of a gathering sunset.
The river, which melted into the mists of the south
after meandering about the broad valley, flashed in the
open spaces, throwing into contrast the shadows of the
darkening woods and fields. The nearer trees and
shrubs were motionless with the tense expectancy



nature seems to feel when a storm or a sunset is assem-
bling.

Arthur strode down the steps and over to a flag-pole
close by. As he reached it, a bright spot in the center of
the cloud opened; a great shaft of sunlight shot through
and there appeared distinctly a white farm-house half
hidden by trees and surrounded by pasture land in
which black and white cows grazed homeward.

"Stand still," cried Arthur, "and consider the
wonderous wairks of God. Look now. See the tidy
home. There'd be a man toilin' somewhere in the
fields, and a wee bairn playin' about the doorstep, and
the good woman devisin' a savory dish for supper.
Look!-ye can see the smoke curlin' upward. 'Tis an
altar that finds favor in the sight of God and an incense
that delights his nostrils. 'Tis the fulfillment of the
plan of all the years-a free man on his own soil and a
bairn whose future who can tell! Look ye what a
heritage to hold; aye, and consider the price that
bought it."

He paused a moment to gaze at the great cloud ..

"Ye'll mind, Father, the manner of my own' comin'
over. The land was fair in County Down, and the
heart of a neighbor moved toward ye; for the same
heaviness was on the backs of all, and the same chill
in the loins when the eyes fell on the growin' bairns in
the dooryard. 'Twas like a plant that comes up each
year in barren ground; while the buds give promise,
the flowers grow sere and droop before their time. But
'twas home. The mother was there, and ye'll recall
the dog McTague that I taught to bow his head when
we said the blessin', and how he got so old we'd have

~ to tell him when it was said. And one day I had a
.. letter from Paddy McGuire, who'd come out the year

before, sayin' that in the new land no man heed struggle
forever up a sandy way, nor be the threadbare spinner
of the trappin's and trumperies of a thousand years.
Ye'll mind, Father, as' 1 stomped homeward in the
evenin' with the letter fair cryin' out to me, ye took the
stout colors and splashed them on the sky, and through
a cloud like the Rock of Ages ye struck a shaft of light
that pointed, as yonder one does, to the west. I made
up me mind.

"Lord God, ye've seen the stream of yearnin' souls
leave hearthstones hallowed by the memories of little
feet and sanctified by the struggle together against the
stiff-necked generations of privilege and plenty; and
ye know the tug backward on the heart strings in the
wakeful nights when the triflin' things of the auld home
broke the spirit to tears, and the inscrutable way ahead
raised up fearful forebodin's. Aye, there was no sup-
port then but the one God of a man's extremity. And
when the floodgates opened and the whole of the heart's
burden was poured out, ye filled the void with the peace

. that passeth all understandin' and the courage of the
lion which turns not away from anyone.

" 'Twas a wondrous plan. In the mornin' of man-
kind's awakenin', when the yearnin' to live his own
way was stirrin' to birth, ye walked among the habita-
tions of the lowly in all the lands, and ye whispered a
waird to the vairgin minds that longed for a new life.

r J
Ye sent a stout heart as a forerunner onthe unknown
seas. The shepherds on the hills haird the glad tidin's,
and the spirits in the bondage of their fathers' sins
knew the day of their deliverance was at hand. Ye set
yer star in the west as a guide for those who would offer
the frankincense and myrrh of toil and struggle as a
gift at the cradle of liberty. Strong hearts forsook
father and mother and sister and brother to go forth
into a strange land and weave the Sairmon on the
Mount into the wairks of men. Ye tried them with the
cup of bitterness in the Gethsemane of Valley Forge,
and the crown of thorns was pressed on the land that
thy sairvant Lincoln might establish the law for even
the lowliest.

"See!-the shaft of light moves to the west! There's
another home, and another, and another! Look!
there's a schoolhouse for all the bairns! And there's
a kirk; aye, two! three I See the stretch of fields that
were wrested from the wilderness by faith in God and
in two arms and a back, and in the woman that walked
beside, and that have yielded their harvest to man who
tilled them!

"Praise God, liberty rose again! Aye, praise God, it
rose again, and the star still shines above us ! Woe be-
tide the stiff-necked breed within or without the land
that reaches to cast it down! 'Tis the token of the
Lord God Almighty himself!"

"The Lord God Almighty?" asked a voice. "Who
is he?"

Henry wheeled. The debonair Professor of Philosophy,
stood in his class-room pose of cynical daring, and
smiled the smile that Henry hated-the smile that
seemed to say, "You see, 1 am not afraid of the light-
ning."

.Arthur's legs stiffened. "Man," he asked, "did I
hear ye aright?"

"I think so," said the philosopher. "I asked who
this God is that you are talking about?"

The lightning struck. Arthur's right 'hand grasped
the philosopher's coat collar.

"Get down on yer knees," he said, pressing him
earthward, "for the ground on which ye stand is holy
ground."

Henry thrilled with joy, and the librarian's benign
face beamed with an ineffable bliss.

The philosopher squirmed like a squirrel in a bear
trap. "Let me up!" he cried, indignantly . "You
don't know who 1 am I"

"I do that!" Arthur affirmed. "I know yer kind.
Yer name is Legion; yer soul cherishes no wairk that
ye've hallowed with yer own sweat, and yer heart
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cleaves to no country that ye've enriched with a
sacrifice. You and yer kind are dry reeds that clack
together in the south wind, but when the storm breaks
ye scatter like chaff. In war time ye kick the shins of
the burden-bearers, and in peace time ye sow tares
where the husbandmen plow and plant. Keep still!
I've seen ye do it! Ye stood hard by and puffed yer-
self when the seer which the keeper of the books told
about drank the hemlock. Ye cast lots on Calvary,
and ye've lurked in every crowd that stoned a saint or
mocked a hoary head. Ye follow the ways of a cat,
but the faith of a dog is beyond yer understandin'. Do
I know who ye are? Aye, the wairld has known ye
since Noah built the ark. And the end of all of ye
has been a patter of excuses and an empty sigh. Ye
asked me who the Lord God Almighty is. Ye asked to
scoff. There'll come a day, man, when ye'll ask in
anguish. I pray the Father that in his infinite maircy
he'll hear yer cry and come to yeo Say 'Amen' to that.

A silence.

"Y e haird me," said Arthur.

"Amen," said the philosopher, grudgingly.

"Now go yer way. Come, Jake Schwenck, we'll take
the lad to his lodgin' -house. Then go you home on the
train. 'Tis twenty-odd miles, but I'll walk."

The letter which Marjorie brought was so bulky that
the mother opened it with trembling fingers. As her
eyes raced along the lines, tears began to fall, and she
murmured, "A blessed shoemaker!"

"Is-is anything wrong?" asked Marjorie. _
The mother handed her the letter. When she came

to the words, "and tell Marjorie it isn't good-by to
Hen-ner-ree," she burst into sobs and buried her face
in the mother's lap.

"Why, Marjorie," the mother whispered, "I didn't
know-".

BETTER LIGHTING PAYS
By C. E. YOUNG, E. E., '28

(Illustrations, courtesy of the Union Gas and Electric Company)

Fig. 1. Make the Most of Your Vilamines With the Help of Lumens

If you were a stranger in town and were looking for
a place to get a lunch, which of the two places shown
in Figure 1would you choose? Or if you were a native
and had to depend on restaurants for your meals, as
some unfortunates do, which would you choose? The
bright cheerful place, of course. That's what most
people would do and are doing. The owner of the
restaurant shown was more than pleased with the in-
crease in the number of his patrons and the comments
of approval on the appearance of his dining room by
his older patrons.

There are many other phases of improved commercial
lighting. Take show windows for instance. A large
portion of the rent paid for any well located store is
spent for show windows. In fact, twenty-five to fifty
per cent of the total rent is usually charged against

the windows. This most expensive space in the store
must therefore be utilized to the utmost advantage and
one ,of the most important factors in obtaining this
maximum use is plenty of light, properly set. Whose
windows are seen? Whose are remembered? Whose
are talked about? There is only one answer; the ones
that stand out from the rest so noticeably that the
passerby is definitely attracted. Certainly a poorly
lighted window would not cause such attraction.

The picture in Figure 2 shows the window of a certain
clothier who realized these facts of proper lighting and
who used the plans submitted to him by a lighting
engineer. I t can easily be understood why his windows
will be seen, remembered, and talked about. There
are no dark sharp shadows, each piece of material
stands out clearly for inspection by the passerby, and



there are no objectionable reflections of other lights in proposition. One of the largest problems confronting
the windows. Good and correct lighting is responsible the manufacturer of today is that of an uneven pro-
for the excellence of the display. duction curve. It has long been noticed that pro-
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To be sure, this merchant did not stop with windows
that smiled. He knew that if he had, the public, at-
tracted to enter his store by the displays of the radiant

Fig. 2. Ticeniy-Six vVindo~ Reflectors Compel Attention

Fig. 4. Unscientific Lighting; Consisting of Old Style, Unshaded,
Hi.j'h Intensity Unas

Fig. 5. Modern. Lighting; Glassteel Units, 200- Watt Lamps

Fig. 3. A Beautiful Shop Perfectly Lighted

duction per operator is low in the early morning, rises
during the day, and falls off again toward evening.
Also, production per operator is higher in summer than
in winter.

There are several causes of this uneveness. One of
the most pertinent is improper lighting. As daylight
fades, artificial lighting must be used and, if the lighting
is poor, a decrease in production must result. Suppose
a workman is running a machine and has his work
illuminated by a local light. Suppose too, he must
move to another part of the piece he is working on,
and because of a part of the machine, there is a shadow
in this new part. Naturally he moves his light so
that he can see. Three minutes a day thus wasted in
changing lights mean 15 hours a year wasted. With
wages at 70 cents an hour this means a loss of $10.50
a year per operator and if there are 100 men, the manu-
facturer loses $1050.00 per year just for changing
lights. If an operator drops one tool a day and, be-
cause of the dark and sharp shadows, it takes him two
minutes to find it, the manufacturer's loss is $700.00
per year for 100 men. The danger of accident is
unnecessarily great with antiquated lighting con-

windows, would have. felt a decided let down if the
interior of the store did not live up to its exterior prom-
ises. Therefore, he again called upon the lighting
engineer to give him a lighting layout for his store that
would fulfill the promise made by the windows. This
lighting added attractiveness and value to the merchan-
dise, permitted closer and more accurate inspection of
goods, thereby cutting down returns. I t also created
an impression of up-to-dateness, cleanliness, and neat-
ness.

The lighting equipment used in this store consists of
eight 300-watt and nine SOO-watt totally enclosing opal
glass units:' hung on ten-by-twelve foot centers and
mounted ten feet from the floor. The average intensity
of illumination is about twelve foot-candles. In the
windows are twenty-one 200 watt lamps with the proper
reflectors on 12-inch centers. This gives an intensity
of about fifty foot candles.

In industry, too, better lighting has proved a paying



ditions. A workman may accidently put his hand into
some moving part of a machine, or stumble over unseen
objects.

These seemingly petty losses eat up profits, since
profit depends on the operating costs, and operating
costs are made up of material and time. The question
then arises-how can this waste in time and material
be eliminated? The obvious answer is better lighting,
because better lighting reduces lost time, cuts down
waste of materials, enables the workman to see clearly
and distinctly, lessens eye strain and fatigue, makes
supervision of the men easier, and prevents accidents.
It has also been definitely proved by actual observa-
tion and trial that the lighting which most people con-
sider adequate is usually considerable less than the
amount necessary for maximum efficiency, that good
lighting pays for itself, even if never used at night, and
that good lighting is an Investment-not an Expense.

The importance of lighting as an investment is

shown in the following table of data obtained from
actual tests in different kinds of industries.

Average Intensity Per Cent
Kind of Work Foot Candles Increase in

Old SystemN ew System Pro-
duction

Iron Pulley, Finishing Shop __ 0 _2 4_8 35
Soft Metal Bearing, Machine

Shop____________________ 4_6 12_7 15
. Heavy Steel, Machine Shop __ 3 _0 11_ 7 10

Carburetor Assembling ______ 2_1 12_5 12
Laundry Iron, Manufacturing 0_7 13_5 12_2
Green Inspection, Roller Bear-

ing Parts .,_ 2 _0 20 _0 12_5
Jute Spinning ______________ 1_5 9_0 17_0
Semi-automatic Buffing of

Brass Shell Sockets____ ____ 3_8 11_4 8_5
Letter Separating, U. S. Post

Office____________________ 3_6 8_0 4_4,
Rotary Press_______________ 7 13 10
Flat Bed Press .__________ 5 13 11
Bindery___________________ 4 12 10
Piston Ring Company_______ 1_2 14 25

-- --
Average___________ 3_0 13_0 16_9

And the average cost in percentage of payroll was less than
three per cent,
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BUSINESS FORECASTIN·G
By W. A. BAUDE, Ch. E., '18

(Copyright, 1926, by W. A.Baade)

The January issue of the Co-operative Engineer The method of analysis described here was developed '
contained a remarkable "Chart Forecasting Business to show fundamental business trends eliminating the
to 1927". The method used involved a "normal" comparison to "normal" and its resulting vagueness.
which was defined as the shortest distance between Omitting the history of the development of the method,
two points. Among the "potent economic statistics" the final result is a graphical representation of the
was listed the most important item, "Most yards sequence of events occurring in call loan rates, 60-90
gained-Grange, Illinois-3,249". In view of this and day time loans, 4-6 months commercial paper rate,
other facts presented, it is undoubtedly presumptuous bond prices, stock prices, and an index of production.
to offer another method of analyzing economic data. Th I· f th b ..Je year y moving averages 0 e a ove uems

The difficulty in obtaining the "normal" line is not were calculated and were plotted as shown In Chart 1.
that drawing instruments will not produce a straight The yearly moving averages were plotted at the end
line and therefore the shortest distance between two of the period simply to give the chart the appearance
points, but that the location of these points is usually of being up-to-date. Moreover, it is the relation of the
subject ,to the statistician's judgement. Therefore, a curves. in this case, which is important and this rela-
series of economic data is above or below "normal", tion can be shown jf all the curves are plotted' to the
depending on whether the statistician has guessed cor- same time element. Using the first five curves as in-
rectly or not. And "normally", one statistician's guess dicators of the probable direction of the index of pro-
is as good as another's. duction curve, the system of forecasting would be very

The choice of "potent economic data" is very im- simple. For example, if the index of production curve
portant. Grange's spectacular performance on the must rise according to "schedule", it is clear that this
football field was not without its effect upon the eco- rise can be accomplished only by an increase in the
nomic system. Without "considering too curiously," yearly moving average. Since the yearly moving
the "investing" of money to watch Grange perform average is one-twelfth of the total of the actual monthly
had a certain effect, perhaps only trivial, on the course figures for the year, the rise of the curve can be accom-
of interest rates and on production. For if there were plished only by an increase in the yearly moving total.
no Granges, there would be no stadiums, etc., etc. And This total, in turn, increases only when the new month
not, as the editor of the humorous column stated, "that which is included is greater than the corresponding.
the compiler of this remarkable graph has set out to month which is eliminated. In accordance with the
prove that no fact can be overlooked by anyone who same reasoning, the moving average curve of the index
ventures to prophesy the trend of business", but of production will decrease only when the indexes for
rather that the prophesier shall "look over" the data the months being included in the yearly total are less
he presents. than those of the eliminated months. Likewise the



CHART No.1

Trends Shown by Yearly Moving Averages Plotted at End of Period.
(January and February dala of Index of Production Subject to Revision)

bly for a short period, would be to 'determine the
probable course of the yearly moving' curve and to
decide from this course whether business, in this
case production, would be less, greater, or equal to the
corresponding period of the previous year. As an aid
in determining the general course of the average line,
it' can be stated that, generally, the maximum and
minimum points of this curve occur about one year
later than the corresponding points in the moving
average curve of the call loan rate. , An approximate
figure for the index may be obtained by the following
method of computation. The line is projected ahead
by simply sketching the probable course. The average
for the year ending in the last month of the period for
which the forecast is being made, is obtained by reading
the value corresponding to the intersection of the pro-
jected average line. and month the me. If this average
be multiplied by twelve (12), the approximated yearly
total will be obtained. The index for some of the
months included inthis total will be known and if the
total of the known months is subtracted from the
approximate total, the remainder will give the total
for the months for which the forecast is' being made.
Therefore, if this remainder is divided by the number

B, shown in Fig. 1, and it is desired to make a forecast
for the period of months ending at C, the yearly moving
average curve m-x is projected over its probable course.

Fig. 1

The intersection of this curve with the month line C
is "y". Corresponding to this intersection we have a
yearly moving average of value "y". Multiplying "s"

maximum and minimum, points occur when' the new
month is equivalent' to- the correspondingvmonth of
theprevious year .. The 'method of fore~asting, prefera-

of months in the period of forecast, an average monthly
figure will be obtained.

For example, if data are available up to the month
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Chart No.2 ....Actual Fluctuations of.Economic Data Shown
in Chart No.4

Chart No.5. Bond Prices. N. Y. Times Index, 40 Bonds

Chart No.3. Index of Production (Survey of Current
Business)

Chart No.6. Stock Prices, Dow-Jones Index.
20 Ind ustrials

Chart No.4. 4-6 Months Commercial Paper.
(Survey of Current Business) Chart No.7. "Velocities"

by 12 gives the approximate total for the year ending
in the month "C". Assuming that from "A" to "C"
is a twelve month period, and that the total of the
monthly indexes from "A" to "B" is known, the total

for the period "B" to "C" would be obtained by a
simple subtraction. To obtain an average monthly
index, this remainder would be divided by the number
of months in the period "B" to "C".
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Chart No.8. Wholesale Prices (Bureau of Labor Index) Chart No.9. Relation of Commercial Paper "Velocity"
to Wholesale Prices "Velocity"

available for back periods for which this comparison
was made. An index involving only relatives is plotted
in Chart 3. As can be seen, the cyclical movement of
the yearly moving average is practically identical to
that of the index used previously. Therefore, no
"normals" need be involved in this method of analysis.
The comparisons are rather with conditions of the pre
vious year.

A method to aid in the project of the moving average
of the production curve was naturally sought. The
brief statement that the plotting of the data logarith-
mically gave no better indications of trends than the
method shown, is the equivalent of many hours of
application to charting. The method finally devised,
though not aiding materially in projection, has indica-
tions of being a more valuable source of information.
In addition, it is extremely simple as it is nothing more
than the rate of change of the yearly moving average.
The alge braic difference between the yearly moving
average periods ending in two consecutive months is
divided by the older average. Thus:

Yearly moving average for year ending
June 1920-- 4.562

Yearly moving average for year ending
May 1920- 4.481

Algebraic difference- .081
Rate of change- .081

4.481 x 100 1.81%
Rates of changes were calculated for commercial

paper rates bond prices, stock prices, and the index of
production, and were plotted as shown in Charts 3, 4,
5, and 6. The zero line is indicated only where the curves
pass through zero. A heavy zero line might give the
impression of a normal. The period beginning with the
year 19~9 was chosen to avoid any undue influence
of the war period.

The interesting fact shown by these analyses is that
the high and low points of the rate of change curve

Necessarily, this index can be only approximate,
since any errors in the projection of the curve "m-x"
are multiplied by a factor equal to 12 raised to the
same power as the number of months in the period of
forecast, divided by the .number of months. But
a definite increase or decrease in production could be
anticipated by using this method of forecasting.

The validity of this method of forecasting depends
necessarily on the sequence of events as shown
and upon the regularity of the yearly moving
average curves. Apparently, there are fundamental
movements underlying the economic system which
are not visible in the actual monthly data, but which
are evident when represented by the yearly moving
averages.

As Wesley C. Mitchell explains in his discussion of
the business cycle, increasing interest rates are followed
by a decline in bond prices. Following the general
tightening in credit conditions, funds which have been
employed for carrying stock are withdrawn from
the stock market with the resulting decline in
stock prices. When prices can no longer be in-
creased and the cost of doing business increases
so that the margin of profit decreases, produc-
tion falls off. Money used in business flows back
to the banks causing a decrease in interest rates.
The use of the surplus by the banks in the purchase
of bonds causes higher bond prices. Lower interest
rates again stimulate speculation in the stock market,
but in the meantime, this use of the funds causes the
interest rates to be increased. This is but a brief
resume of Mr. Mitchell's description, but it will suffice
to show the continuity and regularity of the cycle.

A plotting of the actual interest rates, bond and stock
prices and the index of production, shows only to a
slight degree the sequence suggested. This is shown in
Chart 2.

By this time, the charge of inconsistency will have
been made, because an index of production involving
a normal has been used. The use of this index was
forced because an index involving only relatives is not
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coincide within a very narrow range with the high and
low points of the actual items. As a matter of fact,
the coincidence is probably closer than indicated, since
the actual rates and prices used are monthly averages.
A preliminary investigation indicates that when a
yearly moving average is calculated daily, the turning
points in the rate of change curves coincide within a
range of several days with the actual maximum and
minimum figures. The coincidence is due to the combi-
nation of the method used and the fundamental fact
that the rate of change curve proceeds from a maxi-
mum to a minimum point and the reverse without any
major intervening fluctuation. To be sure, it is an
empirical method subject to' all the criticisms of empi-
ricism.

A pseudo-scientific explanation can be made. If an
analogy is made to distance, velocity, and acceleration
curves, the yearly moving average curve may be con-
sidered as a distance curve. The rate of change of
distance is velocity; therefore, the rate of change of the
yearly moving average curve is the velocity of change
in the actual item. Further, the rate of' change of
velocity is acceleration. Therefore, a curve showing
the rate of change in the rate of change of the yearly
moving average would show the acceleration or de-
celeration of economic factors. Such a curve would
naturally pass through zero at the maximum or mini-
mum points of the rate of change curve. That is,
the acceleration or deceleration would be zero where
the velocity either increasing or decreasing, was the
greatest. The acceleration or deceleration would un-
doubtedly be zero, where the actual quantity changes
from an increasing to a decreasing quantity, or the
reverse.

No attempts will be made to go into the details con-
cerning the variations of the curves of the economic
items presented. However, attention will be called to
the most interesting of the phenomena shown. The
stock price curve is characterized by the fact of possess-
ing double maximum and minimum points with the
rate of change curve having a turning point at the first
of the peaks or valleys. A chart (see Chart 7) showing
the fluctuations of the various "velocities" is interest-
ing because it illustrates the fact that these "veloci-
ties" are cyclical, implying very definite relationships
in the economic mechanism.

I t was believed that an analysis of prices on this
basis would be interesting. The Bureau of Labor
index was chosen because of its recognized reliability
and also because of the large number of commodities
included by it. Not only are the results of this analysis
interesting, (see Chart 8) but a most curious relation-
ship is discovered when the rates of change of the yearly
moving average of commercial paper rates are com-
pared with those of wholesale prices. This relationship
is shown in Chart 9. When either curve is at zero, the
other curve is at a maximum or minimum within a

close and reasonable range. The facts given here can
be best shown by the following method of representa-
tion.
When Wholesale Prices . Commercial Paper Rates

Increase with an increas- Decrease with a decreas-
ing rate of change ing rate of change

Increase with a decreas- Increase with an increas-
ing rate of change ing rate of change

Decrease with an increas- Increase with a decreas-
ing rate of change ing rate of change

Decrease with a decreas- Decrease with an increas-
ing rate of change ing rate of change

These relationships, upon first analysis, appear con-
trary to the general impression. However, if these
relationships are studied more closely, starting at the
point where wholesale prices first begin to increase;
they will be found to be reasonable and logical. Just
previous to this point, both wholesale prices and the
commercial paper rate will be found to have been de-
creasing, at rates of change which will be discussed on
completing the course of this cycle. As prices increase
and it is necessary to borrow money for the purchase
of equal units of commodities, the first effect would be
to decrease the rate of change in the decreasing interest
rate. Remembering that the credit is for a period of
four to six months, as prices still continue to rise, it
will be increasingly dillcult to obtain loans as evidenced
by the increasing rate of change of the rate on commer-
cial paper, even though the rate of increase of prices
is decreasing. When the margin of profit is insufficient
or the demand for goods diminishes to a point low enough
to cause curtailment in production, the demand for loans
would be for the purpose of carrying inventories in
existence to prevent a break in prices. This demand
would undoubtedly be at a decreasing rate as prices
would fall in order to stimulate sales. As this period of
liquidation neared the end as evidenced by a decreasing
rate of the price decline the demand for loans would be
very low and the interest rate on commercial paper
would decrease at an increasing rate. This brings us
back to the point of the cycle at which this explanation
was started.

These are but a few of the interesting facts dis-'
covered by applying this method of analysis to eco-
nomic data. Even the Federal Reserve Banks have
been "analyzed" and let it suffice to say that their
relationship to business can· be very clearly demon-
strated. Not being an economist, the writer would
hardly venture to suggest that their actions might be
so altered as' to be a real benefit to industry and the
commercial world.

The proper conclusion for this discussion would be
a statement setting forth in very explicit terms a fore-
cast concerning the future course of economic affairs.
However, in view of the fact that "normals" need
not be considered and that' Grange's gained yardage
is not involved, a forecast made by the reader on his
own account is not only feasible, but inviting.
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FLORIDA AND THE CO-OP.
By ALLEN Z. DAY, C. E. '24

Now that Mr. Arnold has had his little joke about homes fronting on a wide boulevard. Apparently there
Florida in the April issue of THE CO-OPERATIVE is nothing to justify these homes and you immediately
ENGINEER,some of the readers may be interested in scan the horizon for a reason. Just after passing these

A Drive through the Hammock Lands in Homosassa
-Courtesy of the Florida West Coast Development Co.

getting the other side of the story. The economic .homes you turn sharply to _the right and at once your
future of Florida may be left for experts to argue over. idle curiosity turns to wonder.
The engineering developments now going on in Florida Before you, you see a modern hotel of one hundred
are real and tangible. New values are being created rooms, an office building, an arcade building, and
through the reclaiming of .swamps and forests, and in several others completed or under construction. You
the process, a large amount of engineering work is see wide asphalt streets and your wonder increases
being done-a considerable share of it by Co-op as you realize (or rather do not realize) the location
graduates. Six men from the classes of '24 and '25, for of this city in the making.
example, are working in this immediate locality: I Homosassa is located on the Homosassa River in
shall give some account of one project which I know at Citrus County Florida, approximately seventy miles
first hand. It is fairly typical, however, of the problems north of Tampa and one hundred miles south of Perry.
in municipal engineering which are encountered in this The center of the city is nine miles from the Gulf of
region. . Mexico. The location of Homosassa is paramount.

As you enter Homosassa, Florida, from the north The geographical center, as well as the center of popu-
you will notice to the right a small group of modern lation, of the State is in Citrus County. The city is at
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the narrowest point in the peninsula. If you will study The Florida West Coast Development Company
your map of Florida and trace a line from Perry south owns more than one million acres of land, or approxi-

The Business District, Feb. 1, 1926

mately one thirtieth of the total area of Florida, located
in Taylor, Dixie, Levy, Citrus, and Hernando Counties.
At once you see the vision of the organizers of this
Company.

The State Legislature of Florida, in their last session,
passed an act authorizing the construction of a scenic
highway from Pensacola down the West Coast to
Tampa. Several Counties along this highway have
already issued bonds for its construction.

With the construction of these new arteries of travel
the West Coast of Florida is bound to see a very rapid
development.

The farm lands of the west coast are of the best in
the State. Federal statistics show that the return

The Business District, Nov. 23, 1925

through Sadler, Stephensville, Vista, Wylly, Inglis,
west of Crystal River through Homosassa and Tooke
Lake to New Port Richy, you will have the approxi-
mate route of the proposed new main line of the Sea-
board Air Line Railroad and, if you will study this
route, you will realize the enormous amount of virgin
territory that this new line will tap. This is another
engineering project of the first magnitude.

Street Construction
"

from farm land in Florida, is very much higher than
any other state in the Union. , , :.. ,

The city of Homosassa was planned by' Harland
Bartholomew, the noted city, planner ofSt.'Loll~s·~·:',IJ:he
plan embodies all features necessary for a" city 'of a

: .~: " .' ': .'!

Street Construction (Note the Grade)

Now if you will trace another line from Homosassa
south through Keystone Park, you will have the pro-
posed extension of the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad.
Studying these two routes you will see that Homosassa
is the main division point and that they are the most
direct routes to the North from Tampa, St. Petersburg
and the entire West Coast of Florida, in fact, these
new routes decrease the distance from Chicago, the
West and middle West, to Tampa by two hundred
miles or seven hours passenger time and twelve hours
freight time.

Along the entire length 'of the new Seaboard Air Line
from Perry to New Port Richy, a distance of about one
hundred seventy miles, there is not a good-sized town.



population of two hundred thousand people.
The width of the streets in the business district varies

from eighty to one hundred twenty feet. A two-inch
asphalt surface is laid on an eight-inch base of lime
rock of which Florida is blessed with an abundance.
The curbs are of concrete and on all main streets the
concrete is extended twelve feet toward the center of
the street so as to prevent disintegration of the asphalt
by the dripping oil of parked cars. All curb corners
of the streets are on curves of twenty foot radius.

The elevation 'of the city of Homosassa varies from
about six feet in the business district to more than two
hundred and forty feet in the residential district.

The drainage of the business district (both storm
and sanitary) presented quite a-problem. The sanitary
sewers necessarily were laid below sea level and were
made absolutely watertight. This was accomplished
by using several pumps continuously and using' the
"Presstite" joint:

For the storm sewers it was necessary to obtain volume,
since the velocity could not be obtained from such a
low elevation. To accomplish this, a large, flat, rec-
tangular, reinforced concrete (built in place) drainage
canal or trunk line sewer was constructed. This sewer
traverses the business district through the alleys and
empties into Homosassa River. The storm water is
brought to this sewer by means of the ordinary, cement
joint, vitrified drain tile. Where it was necessary to
carry water from one street to the next intersecting
street, small flat reinforced concrete sewers were con-
structed. The inlets and outlets of these sewers are
about forty feet from the intersection of the tangents
of the curbs. This eliminates deep gutters on the curves
of the corners, and allows the adjoining street to be
built at a higher elevation.

The Florida Power Company is spending twenty
million dollars on the Withlacoochee River about
eighteen miles north of Homosassa in the construction
of a hydro-electric plant. At the present time Homo-
sassa obtains all of its electrical power from a small
plant on the same river.

-------

The water is pumped from the spring into a one
hundred thousand gallon elevated steel tank, one
hundred and forty eight feet high. This gives a pres-
sure of sixty pounds at the faucet, Two pumps are
used to pump the water to the tank; one electric of
three hundred fifty gallons per minute capacity and
an auxiliary gas pump of .two hundred gallons per
minute capacity. A ten-inch cast iron pipe carries the
water from the tank to the town.

All construction in this' new city is of the finest
quality which proves that Florida is building for per-
manence and not only for the present.

A Finished Section

The water supply for the city is obtained from an
enormous soft water spring which flows at the rate
of ten thousand gallons per minute. This spring .is
located about three quarters of a mile from the center
of town.
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GLIMPSES OF CHINA
By A. E. ERNST, COM. E. '23

(From a letter written to P. Willard Crane)

I really don't have much chance to unravel all the I was slowed down a little bit t I b t, I'd lik b I. ,no ong ago, y 00
yarns I e to ore peop e With because this job of .. .. 't desi d h Intimate a contact, I guess, With the ordinary run of
mme wasn esigne to encourage t e soppy pro- ." ."
I
. iti f b dd· lit ti hfe a la Chinese. These bed bugs J. erky transpor-

c IVl les 0 u Ing 1 era 1. . ' . '
I've hitched my cart for a while to the star (art for tation contr~ptIOns, bats, roasted water melon seeds,

art's sake only) of the Texas Company. I don't know fJlt~, starvation and noodles that jointly are, constitute,
yet what my title, if any, is, but in the intervals while activate, and silence at once life in what Rand MaNally
these Chinese sharpshooters are out of ammunition call China were enough to provide a long-needed
I'm supposed to run around a lot in the interior super- opportunity to write some of my friends who have
vising and inspecting kerosene oil agencies. .been so long neglected.
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I'm going great again tho-hitting on all cylinders
as the hackneyed saying puts it and with the gas-line
open as usual. Its the first seventy-five years that are
the hardest and that would only give me another
seventy-four years, three months and four and a half
days of chop sticks and varnished oysters. Its a damn
fine country for the shape it's in.

The main point of this letter, altho you'd never
suspect it from the line of rubbish I've written so far,
is to inquire about yourself and to wish you well. How
are you and what are you doing? I'm mighty interested
and I hope you'll write to me. Give' my regards to
your mother. Tell me about "deah old vahsity," Beta
Theta Pi and the boys, your job and wife if either or
any. What are your plans?

Are you interested in China? I don't blame you if
you're not. On the other hand if there are any ques-
,tions in which you are interested I'd be glad to write
you what I can. Six months ago I could easily have
formulated the answers to any or all of China's diffi-
culties. Now I'm not even sure at what time my next
train will leave, because the only thing I am sure of is
that it won't be on scheduled time. But I'll try to get
you any dope you may want.

or who did not "happen to be shopping there at Wing
Ou's, you know right across the street, etc. etc.-"

Well, hearing all these troubadours singing "eye
witness" cantos made me kind of itchy. In fact, it
behooved me to do some "eye witnessing" myself and
when I'm behooved, as Al Jolson says-Oh Boy-
Listen to this line:-

The ship's baseball club was playing at the Shanghai
Golf Club grounds two days later when some Chinese
in the upper stories of the adjoining N ew World
Building decided this would be a fine time to blaze
away at some street cars down on the Nanking Road.

Now it wasn't the fourth of July and we didn't see
any Chinese wedding procession or anything to explain
the racket and it wasn't long before everybody-
spectators and players alike-were running some place
or other, some from fright and the rest to keep from
being trampled to death.

About half a dozen of us tram the ship slid over
along side the stone pillars at the gate way of the
Nanking Road entrance to the Club. We just barely
came to a halt when a Volunteer corps machine gun
got the range of a window about twenty feet over the
top of the gate, and believe me nobody lingered around
to gather the ricochets for souvenirs. Oh Auntie!
Why aren't those official A. A. U. timers on the job
when real running is being done I

We didn't bother with a plebiscite on policy; we just
kept running. About a block down Thibet road, a big
mob of coolies blocked the way and the big mob that
had gathered behind us kept on coming.

Well, I didn't see any Freshmen caps and I don't
remember hearing any Sophomore yells, but all at
once everybody started hitting everybody else and
everybody else started grabbing everybody and every-
thing that was at all handy.

It was one of the prettiest fights I've ever been in.
Two of our boys were ships machinists, than whom,
I haven't seen many more accurate or more terrifying
hitters. It's the only time, off the comedy screen,
I've ever seen one man picked up bodily and wielded
to knock two other men senseless.

I t lasted only a minute, tho, not nearly long enough
for five white men in their prime to get hurt much by.
unarmed Chinamen. But when the Volunteer corps
boys dispersed the mob, seven Chinese remained to
decorate the floor of the arena, much too drowsy to
get up and run. How many the mob hauled away
nobody knows.

So ended the glorious day of June 1st, 1925 in
Shanghai. We needed barrels and tailors, because,
like King Francis I, we truly had "lost everything but
our honor". However after the repairs and renewals
we paraded triumphantly shipside.

Now then, answer me this: Isn't that an acorn for
a classic yarn. Oh Boy! Imagine five years from now-
back in the good old U. S. A.-"far from the scene,"

I've been trying hard to get down to the bottom of
this whole business of China, and it is quite an inter-
esting business.

It seems that I hit China at just about the right
time. Steamed into Shanghai early the morning after
the Nanking Road "incident" in fine time to hear all
the yarns fresh.

There must have been about ninety thousand eye
witnesses because Diogenes is still walking around
the streets of Shanghai looking for someone who was
not "just half a block away when the thing started"
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fully 10,000 miles, the bare truth of course happily
forgotten. What couldn't a yarn like that be made
into! If you have any suggestions, let me know and
in the meantime I'll be thinking up a lot of things
myself.

Well, since the Shanghai "incident" these affairs
have been more or less the regular diet of folks in
China and so many have witnessed or participated in
such affairs or wish they had that there are hardly any
truthful honest people left.

In fact, "incidents" have come to be regarded quite
casually and there is generally a lot of yawning the
minute anybody starts to tell or read about a new one
and the folks who used to insist on telling what hap-
pened "when I was-etc." have all been killed.

But that certainy cannot be the international at-
titude and I'd like to hear just exactly how big a
rumpus, if any, present conditions in China are stirring
in the United States and what broad national opinions
are likely to crystallize out.

Here is Hankow we're in very close touch with the
political situation. Marshal Wu Pei Fu one of the big
three in Chinese military squabbles has his head-
quarters here and we get all our dope first-hand. That
doesn't mean much, tho, because anything you get
from a Chinaman whether information or what not
has to be boiled for a week in carbolic acid or the
equivalent before you dare take a chance on handling
it yourself.

I have, though, tried to keep in as close touch with
the situation as possible and if I got to handing out
my line very enthusiastically I'd be writing here for
a week. But the trouble is that after you had read it
all, you'd know no more than I do, which is nothing,
and the more you read about China, the more you try
to analyze" or study her or reflect on her problems
the more confirmed you become in your conclusions
that it takes a Chinese brain to figure out what it's
all about.

, There is indeed much to be admired in the philosophy
of China, in the force of her traditions and in the an-
tiquity of her civilization.

But there is also much rubbish! Until China learns
that she cannot prosper with her present economic
philosophies, until she "learns that production, and not
mutual hoodwinking, brow-beating, grafting and cheat-
ing, is the basis from which a nation raises its masses
above the miserable bare. margin of subsistence, until
that time let's save the breath we waste talking about
"The Abolition of Extraterritoriality," "Cancellation
of Unequal Treaties," "Complete Tariff Autonomy,"
"Withdrawal of All Foreign Naval Forces," etc., etc.
These latter are simply skin eruptions, mere symptoms,
not the disease itself.

I shan't trouble you with a lengthy discussion of this
stuff, but I just heard of a fine example of the working
of China's time honored practice of "Squeeze."

"Squeeze" is graft-rake-off, petty or otherwise,
justified in the national philosophy; and perhaps, also,
for certain economic reasons. It is accepted as "legiti-
mate" by all Chinese as is lying, face-saving, and all
the rest of these pet Chinese practices. All white
residents connive at it because the system is so deeply
rooted and so well organized that it is simply impossible
to suppress. We know that our cook, who is, as
Chinese go, an honest man, has more money at the
end of the month than his salary amounts to but there
is nothing for us to do about it.

Here is how the system works; Over in WuChang,
across the river from here, are the offices of the Hupeh
Provincial government.

By some trick arrangement that only a Chinaman
with a good working knowledge of the squeeze system
could understand, the appropriation for heating the
cashier's office of one room was fixed at $275,000.
Ridiculous you say? No, nothing is ridiculous in
China except truth and honesty, and anyway this is a
Chinese story and nobody. is expected to believe' it.
Yes, this is a country of astounding possibilites.

Now that is only half'the story. Chinese generally
don't heat their offices even in the coldest weather.
Anyway, the very edifying announcement is made
that the cashier's office is closed and no more money
will be paid out until the warmer weather, because
"the appropriation for heating these offices has I been
exhausted.

It's considered quite the thing for a Chinaman to
tell you what he means by saying something else. Of
course the real announcement was that there was no
more money in their treasury. Every Chinaman
understands that right off-hand and gives the announcer
credit for being clever enough to say so intelligently
without mentioning a word about the facts of the case.
But the reason there was no more money in the treasury
was that appropriations like the one for heating the
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cashier's offices had been made and the money had are thirty-six before this one. Anyone who has forty
been filched by the powers that be. pages to write ought to make a book of it and dedicate

F th I t d f h hi t Chi it. And anybody that has the patience to read a forty-or e as goo many years 0 er IS ory, Ina ..
h t· 1 d t t d h · bilit t page letter ought to devote hIS talent to somethingas con muous y emons ra e er Ina I I Y 0 or- , .,

. h dl t t f d · I b f th he 11get more out of for the punishment he s taken,
ga~llze, or an e s a e un s SImp y ecause 0 e like Ovid or John Bunyan for instance.
existence of the squeeze system. Under the regular ·
governmental organization, customs duties, not col- Anyway- the top of the luck to you Willard, old
lected by foreigners never reach the official state for b9Y. If you write to me address me care of the Ameri-
which they were collected and never have done so can Consulate at Sidney, Australia. I expect to leave
except of course in the case of military levies. This, here about March first for Sydney via Singapore,
one vice-national vice-has been at the root of half Colombo and Calcutta. If I'm lucky, I might get to
a dozen of China's apparent difficulties and I wonder go on a two months cruise of the South Seas but I'll
if it has ever struck Senator Borah that three or four eventually wind up in Sydney, I hope, That is what
days in Shanghai on a rubber neck tour does not offer I propose-God disposes.
opportunity to get a sufficiently fundamental grasp of G· d d . h 11 B
th d t t Iif d f rve my regar s an warm WIS es to a our etae un ercurren S 0 qua I y one as a propoun er 0 • •

d t 'titl tid k friends and please encourage anyone who has any In-
panacea, an 0 en 1 e one 0 a ou spea ere 1··· S d t d I'll bidc ination to write me at y ney 0 0 so. ega

I've absolutely got to close this letter. I've just to hear from all Betas. And write yourself because
counted the big stack of sheets I've written and there I'm interested in knowing what you are doing.

ON CULTURE AND THE ENGINEER
W. E. STILWELL,JR., A. B., E. E., '29

Sometime in the long ago there lived a prince who When man came out of savagery he sought for many
had fallen very deeply in love with a beautiful princess, things to make his life more livable. He sought for a
so runs an old Persian legend. She was worth kingdoms divine spirit to give a raison d'etre to his being. He
to him. She was the very breath of his life, the goal sought among the wild animals for beasts to pull his
of all his yearnings. One day the princess died, and plough and furnish him with meat and milk. He sought
he had nothing but his sorrow. To him, only the most among the fruits and herbs that he might add variety
beautiful sepulcher in the world could house her to to his diet. He sought among the minerals and the
the Everlasting End. And so with his own hands he stones that he might have a means to express the
fashioned it. And with his own hands he laid her body beauty that was in him, and he found bronze and
away and drew down the lid and made it fast. Though marble. He sought among the precious metals for
the sepulcher was a wondrous work of art, still the media of exchange, and gold and silver served his
prince felt he had not paid due reverence to his princess; needs. He sought for a device to facilitate transporta-
so he called all of his architects together and told them tion, and he invented the wheel. He sought for a
to build a large temple which might shelter the sepul- shelter for himself, for his gods and for his soul and
cher from the elements. The building of the temple he built houses and temples and pyramids. He sought
occupied many years and sapped the wealth of the for a means of bringing the mountain streams to his
kingdom, but the people gave freely for they liked the door that he might enjoy the luxury of drinking and
way the prince was showing his love for his lost princess. bathing in his own home, and he built aqueducts.
Years after the death of the princess the work was He sought a way to express in writing his thoughts and
completed and the royal architects invited the prince the story of his living, and he invented the alphabet
to come and visit the temple. and papyrus. Man sought for all these for the purpose

• • • 0 of making life more livable. When he had them, if he
The prmce was delighted WIth the exterior of the G k h II d 0 ITA! AEIA Of hO. 0 . 0 0 were a ree e ca e It u • 1 e were atemple, but once inside, hIS heart swelled WIth pride O. 0 '

hOI h d th bl ·11 th 0 Roman he called It humanitas: If he were a modern he
W lee gaze upon e mar e pr ars, e mosaic 0

flooring and the innumerable works uf art his architects called It culture. But 0 as Man spread ou: over the
had brought from foreign lands. As his eyes played earth and the fields of hIS endeavor and of hIS exchange
about the temple walls they suddenly came upon the became extended, he found he had to spend more
sepulcher resting inthe transept, small, unpretentious, time and effort in the making of the things he had
lonesome in a big house. The prince looked at it for a originally sought. And this is the genesis of the pro-
long while and then he said, "Take it away; it is not fessions. With the intensification and the enlargement
in keeping with the grandeur of my temple!" of the individual professions, even though perforce

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 the culture of the world was increased, the purpose of
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the seeking-to make life more livable-was confused
and many times lost. In the modern world when this
purpose has been neglected there has been overpro-
duction, a Great War for the glorification of economic
imperialism, and the projection-apparently solely to
furnish employment for idle capital, labor and draughts-
men-of vast engineering undertakings that have no
place in the current economic structure.

The losing of this purpose by some makes them say
their ays and nays in accordance with the mathe-
matical formula of man derived by Korzybisky or in
accordance with the mechanistic psychology of the
Watson or Tichtner School which teaches that the
basis of human activity can be found in the tropis-
matic reactions of Loeb. Those of the modern world
who have not lost sight of the original purpose of the
professions can find solace in the purposive psychology .
of William McDougall, can find solace in the faith that
man's activities are still teleological, can find solace in
the dream of a gradual curtailment and final ostracism
of those forces and things that real Man does not seek
out in his endeavor to make life more livable, can find
solace in the hope that someday all of the professions
will be hallowed and inspired, as by a "dim religious
light", by the desire to live and to act according to a
cultured life. And to live a cultured life, the professions
must know and appreciate the IIAI~EIA, the hu-
manitas, the culture of the nations; and knowing and
appreciating, they can the more readily build their
bridges, run their dynamos, and wield the surgeon's
knife ad maioram gloriam rei, the utilitarian purpose
of making life more livable for all.

I t has become inherent in the curricula of modern
professional or technical schools, that a general ac-
quaintance with the cultural side of life is almost im-
possible for students in these institutions. It is not the
fault of the engineer that he has no knowledge of the
fine logic of Kant's "Critique of Pure Reason", no
appreciation of Adam Smith' s "Wealth of Nations," no
understanding of the surge of Nationalism and eco-
nomic imperialism over-running the nations today.
Nor is it the engineer's fault that he knows not of the
solace and of the encouragement that can be found in
Emerson, the real thrill that Kipling and Conrad
inspire, the touch of great sleeping forces that swell
to meet Tennyson, or Keats" or Robert Frost. No,
it is not the engineer's fault, so far 'tis the fault of the
system.

"The system", from my point of view, tends to
produce wage earners not leaders of social forces. The
system will continue to do this, so long as not only
culture itself is denied the engineer, through mal-
adjustment of time, but in addition, so long as the
engineer shuns the attitude of the scholar. Undoubted-
ly engineers want the first, culture; their only excuse
for not having it is lack of time. With the second,
however, the attitude of the scholar, they have no
patience.

A scholar is distinguished from a student in that he
seeks out knowledge to its original source, but in
seeking the doubts until he understands, or is con-
vinced. He meets all authorities on equal footing, he
idealizes not facts but the men who can interpret them.
He seeks, doubts, is convinced.

On the other hand, the average student rarely seeks,
he is sought out, he rarely doubts, he has a blind faith
in the infallibility of text books and professors; he
rarely is convinced, he accepts all statements as facts
but does not bother about digesting them. This it
seems to me is the basis of the system.

Undoubtedly technical schools realize that there
must be some liaison agent to assure the proper con-
nection between the technical activities of the nation
and the culture of the nation, and perforce, the tech-
nical schools are passing the buck to the academic
colleges where a liberal education may be obtained.
But engineering is a pioneering profession and it is not
in the nature of the common product of a liberal educa-
tion to go with the pioneer; he merely waits till the
pioneering work is accomplished and then criticizes;
the result follows that the engineer goes west, and the
"liberal arts man" goes east and never the twain shall
meet. In short, this characterizes the modern era: the
technician pioneering alone, wrapped up in his pro-
fession, unmindful of the original utilitarian purpose
of his profession-to make life more livable-unaware
of the relation of his activities to the culture of the
nation. His work, per se, is admirable, a tribute to the
times. But, if First Man were to come back today,
would you like to see him stand and marvel at the
great power plants, the great railways, the great
factories, the great battleships, and the great sky-
scrapers, and finally somewhere in a secluded nook, to
have him see the Great Purpose, small, unpretentious,
lonesome in a busy world, and to hear him say, just
like the prince in the old Persian legend, "take it away;
it is not in keeping with the grandeur of my temple!"

But what would I do about it? I am personally ac-
quainted with but one engineering school and so I
must alter it, in mea mente, according to the new light.
The School of Engineering and Commerce 01 the
University of Cincinnati is a worthy answer to the cry
of modern industrialism, "Give us engineers who can
do things!" The School is a worthy answer to the cry
for practical men. The Cooperative System is a fitting
inception to the new pedagogical doctrine of teaching
the student not only the knowledge of principles, but
also the ability to apply them and hence the means of
commercializing them. But a school using the Co-
operative system, even more so than the purely techni-
cal school, is per se only too apt to .fight shy of an
emphasis on culture. The Dean's Office, of course,
recognizes this and has incorporated in the curriculum
several cultural courses, economics, history and English.
To supplement these courses innumerable paintings
are hung about the halls and the class rooms. This is
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an attempt in the right direction, but unless properly
fostered it will become an agent of that great force
working malignly to change the "C" in American
culture to a capital "K".

If I were Dean, I should look to the East for a solu-
tion to the problem of giving the embryo engineer a
technical as well as a cultural education. There has
long been in vogue in a famous English university and
has recently been adopted here, a tutorial system, a
pedagogical device whose efficacy has been well proved.
This system is essentially as follows: when a student
has decided upon his special field of concentration he is
assigned to a tutor, presumably a member of the
Faculty. At the first meeting of tutee and tutor an
organized program of reading is drawn up. This
program is made to cover the fundamentals of those
fields of human knowledge that are known to be inter-
related with the student's special field. The reading is
looked upon as an extracurricular activity and the stu-
dent is granted the privilege of conferring with his tutor
at stated intervals. The whole tutorial system is more
or less voluntary and the student receives no "degree
credits" for work done under it, his only compensation
is a fuller knowledge of the cultural relationship of his
special interest to the entire fund of human knowledge,
an organized reading list, and finally, a valued friend-
ship with a man of recognized intellectual attainments.

The tutorial system could well be adapted to the
Cooperative system and could serve the worthy pur-
pose of granting the cooperative engineer the benefits
of a cultural education. To wit: the tutorial board
could be made up of members of the Faculty, seniors
who are reputed to have an interest in cultural matters,
and perhaps members of the various departments of
the Liberal Arts College could be induced to serve.
The chief task of the tutorial board would consist in
arranging standard reading lists that would include
books on foreign and American literature, philosophy,
economic thought, the interpretation of history, psy-
chology, biographies of great men and women, inter-
national problems and the many other fields of human
knowledge. Each Freshman would be assigned to a
tutor with whom he would be asked to confer sometime
during the first part of the year. At the initial meeting
plans should be laid for the future cultural education
of the tutee, the first cultural subject to be studied
decided upon, the proper books assigned, and arrange-
ments made for future meetings at which the books
read will be discussed. The small number of tutors
available in the school will limit these meetings to
three or four a year. In any event each student's
tutorial schedule should be so arranged that by his
senior year he will have covered the major elements of
a cultural education.

The tutorial system requires ·a surprisingly small
amount of.time on the part of student and tutor, but it
should be well affixed to the Freshman curriculum.
If the question of time arises in the case of Freshmen,

I have but to call attention to the preposterous loss of
time involved in the winter sessions of military train-
ing. I am not criticizing military training; I am merely
pointing out that a pedagogue who knew of the best
methods of disseminating knowledge could readily see
that the material given out in the Freshman military
classes, meeting five times a week throughout the
winter, could easily be given in half a dozen good lec-
tures.

Again, lest there be some laggards who would scorn
the opportunities offered by the tutorial system, I
suggest that the student body be divided, as it is at
Oxford and as President Hibben would inaugurate in
American colleges, into "honor" and "pass" students.
Let the pass students go their way, but grant the
honor students the privileges of the tutorial system and
reward them with a "summa cum laude" or a "magna
cum laude" or a "Gum laude" in accordance with their
individual proficiencies.

As a supplement to the tutorial system of liberal edu-
cation there might be added to the curriculum of the
School a series of one hour lectures on cultural subjects.
These would be open to the entire student body. It
seems that if their inestimable value to the engineer
could be sufficiently impressed on the minds of edu-
cators, scholars eminent in their own fields of study
could be prevailed upon to come to the School-perhaps
as exchange professors-and deliver these lectures.
The program of lectures could be so arranged that by
the end of the year those students who had attended
the lectures would not only have imbibed a useful fund
of knowledge, but would have breathed in the atmos-
phere of the scholar and caught up his enthusiasm for
his subject. Since the worth of these lectures would be
invaluable to the engineer, attendance could be induced
by granting some such extra credit as is now given for
"hobby".

And this is the way I should do, if I were Dean. I t is
easy to criticize and suggest, most of all from out of a
college window. But if the graduates of this School
could bear the stamp of culture as well as they now
bear the stamp of good technicians, they would com-
mand the respect of scholars as they now command the
respect of engineers. If the graduates of this School
were even passably well versed in the fundamentals of
the national culture, a fact readily obtainable under
the tutorial system, the world would cease to worry
lest their activities be not in keeping with the great
utilitarian purpose: to make life more livable. George
Santayana once said, "life is but a little luminous
meteor in an infinite abyss of nothingness, a rocket
fired on a dark night." If the graduates of the Co-
operative System could be known as cultured men,
as well as fine engineers, the world would know that
their activities would be directed towards making the
meteor a little brighter, the abyss a little less infinite,
the path of the rocket a little longer.
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TH·E THEOR.Y-OF LEA·ST WORK
By CHESTER K. STERRETT, Com. ·E. '27.

(Illustrations by Gilbertson)

There is a tendency among some employees to do
only as much work as it is necessary for them to do in
order to hold their jobs. They try to gauge their work,
so as to do the least possible amount required of them,
or in other words to do only as much as they consider

. an equivalent for their wages.
Not all workmen adopt this view. In fact, only a

small proportion of them do it to an extreme, but every
workman tends to do it, even if it is to a small degree.

This is not the case, however, when men a~e working
on a piece-rate basis, or on a premium system. This is
a different matter. Here, the men receive an incentive
to increase their production, and consequently receive
wage returns in proportion to their productivity. In
this discussion we will disregard these two bases of pay,
because on the whole the number of men affected is not
large.

To substantiate my statements, I will take an ex-
treme case, because that will demonstrate more clearly
the facts I am trying to bring out. This proof will be
in the nature of a record of a workman I have had
under observation for some time. He, of course,
doesn't do any more work than he has to, as will be
demonstrated later.

During the month of September, he was late four
times out of the sixteen working days. (The shop was
not running full time due to slack business conditions.)
Work starts at 7:30 A. M. Of the four times that this
workman was late, he rang in three times at 7 :31, and
once at 7 :32. He also rang in once at 7 :28, seven times
at 7 :29, and six times at 7 :30.

You may wonder what this has to do with the
tendency of this certain man towards least work.
Nothing whatever. I am merely showing you the
type of workman that he is. You can readily see that
he is a "clock watcher."

It will now be necessary for me to give you some
information regarding the time-keeping system of the
plant before I can establish my point. During the
war, a premium system was in operation. A certain
time limit, in which each machining operation should
be completed, was assigned' to each different part.
The workman was paid a premium according to his
hourly rate for one half of the time he. gained on a job.
That is to say, if the limit on a certain job was five
hours, and the man did it in four hours, he was paid a
premium for half of the hour he had gained.

This premium system has since been abolished, but
the limits are still available and it is by the use of these
that I can prove my statements.

This particular man of whom I speak had for the
month of September an average gain of .05 of an hour
per day. This shows that he was only doing the work
in the time allowed him, and was not attempting to

a new man. This is not the case. He has been with
the company for five years and has been running a
boring lathe most of the time. I t may also be argued
that he may have had trouble with his machine or with
faulty material. Again, this is not the case. The real
reason was that he knew just how long he had on each
job, and could turn out the work accordingly, spending
·his excess time in loafing and in talking to other work-
men.

I admit I have used an extreme example to show
that there is a tendency towards least work, but it
seems to be an established law of human nature that
no one does .any more than he must.

Let us now enter the field of wage-scale determina-
tion. Class wages are determined, of course, by the
demand for, and the supply of, a particular class of
workmen. Wages within this particular class are
determined by the amount which the marginal man in
this class produces, or the marginal productivity of the
class.

Obviously, this boring-lathe hand mentioned above
is the marginal man in his class, for if he produced just
a little less than he does, he would be discharged. He
is receiving 48 cents an .hour, which is only a slight
increase over the amount he received when he started
with the company.

The Clock Watcher

increase his production. Now when premium was
paid, it was a common occurrence for a man to cut the
time limit in half, and one-third of the limit was gained
on the average.

It may be argued that the reason this workman
didn't gain any appreciable time was that he might be
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Another boring-lathe hand whose time records I have
also studied had an average premium gain of 1.13 hours
per day, during the same month that the first lathe
hand had a gain of .05 of an hour per day. It can be,
seen that this second workman is of more value to the
firm than the fi~st<ine"and consequently should re-
ceive a higher rate of pay. This is the case. This
second man receives 55 cents ':per hour. It may be
well to note that this second workman has been with
the company a year less than the first man.

It might be argued that the reason the second man
receives more wages than the first is that he is more
skillful. I admit that this may be true, but it must be
remembered that when they started at this job, both
were inexperienced. The one who has been with the
firm the longer is not so skillful as the second man for
the simple reason that he has not applied himself, and
does only what he is told, and no more.

I think we may safely say that this second man has a
lesser tendency towards least work than the first one,
and that, if this be true, the further removed from this
tendency a man is, the higher his wage will be.

This is shown graphically in the illustration below.
The men cited in this example were taken at random
and may be considered as typical men of this class of
workmen.

Another effect of this tendency towards least work is
that it 'seems to assist social stratification. I mean by
this that if a man does no more than he has to, he will
go along in the same position or in similar positions
and never raise himself in the social scale. His wages
may increase to a certain extent, but not enough to
alter his mode of living.

On the other hand, if a man tends to break away
from this habit of least work, he will elevate himself in
the social scale. The degree to which he will elevate
himself is dependent entirely on the extent to which he
breaks away from this tendency of least work. His

wages will either increase sufficiently to change his
mode of living, or he will receive advancements in
position with corresponding increases in wages which
will allow him to do so.

A man may have only a marginal productivity and
still increase his rate of pay, but this is a very rare
occurrence. This may be due to "pull" or to the

The case of the genius or talented workman is
different. He, although he is a marginal producer,
may devote his spare time to inventing time and
labor-saving methods. He may also invent new
processes and thus increase his rate of pay and elevate
himself in the social scale.

This genius does not alter the general conclusions,
however. Most of the men who are marginal produc-
ers, or have an extreme tendency towards least work,
are not of an inventive type of mind, and not all in-
ventors are marginal producers. I think it would be
safe to say that the majority of these inventors are not
'marginal producers, because if a man has any intelli-
gence at all, he will not risk waiting till sometime in the
future, when he is able to produce a salable process or
invention, to increase his rate of pay, but will begin
now to increase his production, and thus increase his
wage status.

I think I have touched on all the points in this dis-
cussion of the tendency towards least work and will
sum up the points I have endeavored to prove.

First, that there is a tendency of workmen to do
only as much work as is necessary in order to hold their
jobs. This is not only true of the laboring class, but is
also true in all walks of business and industry.

Second, that the rate of -pay of a workman of a
certain class is proportional to the degree to which he
breaks away from the tendency towards least work, or
in other words, proportional to the amount he produces
above the margin.

Third, that on account of this tendency, workmen,
perpetuate themselves in a certain social stratum, and
it is only when they break away from marginal produc-
tion that they elevate themselves in the industrial and
social scale.

genius of the party involved. This "pull" may be due
to family or other connections and becomes a negligible
quantity if we consider the industrial system as a
whole.

Sociability on the Company's Time
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A Notable Army Career
After having completed thirty years of active service

in the regular army, Master Sergeant Roman Huber
was retired by the War Department on May 1, 1926.
Sergeant Huber was a major in the Reserves, and has
been on duty with the Reserve Officers Training Corps
at the University of Cincinnati since 1919. His re-
tirement was made in the grade of Warrant Officer, on
account of his service in the world War as a captain
of the Infantry.

During the course of his career in the army Huber
has seen service with the Coast Artillery, the Infantry,
and the Engineers in the United States, the Philippine
Islands, the Panama Canal Zone and in France. In
1906 he served with the Engineers in helping to restore
order after the great earthquake in San Francisco.
During the Philippine Insurrection in 1909 he was
wounded in the Province of Mandanao.

He first joinr d the army during the Spanish-American
War, and at the call of President McKinley for volun-
teers, he was sent to the Philippine Islands; leaving
New York by the Suez Canal and returning through
San Francisco, having encircled the globe before he was
nineteen years old. At the outbreak of the World
War, Sergeant Huber was stationed at Camp Sherman
where he inducted many Cincinnati boys into the ser-
vice. Later he was assigned' the 332nd Infantry,
which saw service on the Italian front.

Sergeant Huber comes from a line of soldiers, who
have held positions in various wars since the time of
Napoleon. His great-grandfather served with N apo-
leon for twenty years, being among the twenty thous-
and that Switzerland furnished Napoleon, in order that
they might remain independent. His grandfather was
a soldier in the Swiss Guard under the Pope of Rome.
His father served in the Civil War under General
Sherman.

Since coming to Cincinnati, besides his duties with
the department of Military Science and Tactics, he
has found time to become an active member of the
Cincinnati Officer's Association, the United Spanish
War Veterans, and the American Legion.

The students of the University and members of The
Reserve Officer's Training Corps extend to Sergeant
Huber the hand clasp of congratulation and the best
of wishes for success in what ever line he may take up.

L. L. LAMBORN.
_____ ~ . r=R
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(Continued from Page 9)

anytime when they were needed. Red Hart had a
hard time in locating the plate, which handicapped his
work. George Markle, with his "bean work" and fine
assortment of curves, had a successful year. Milton
Turrell, the speed ball artist of the squad, mowed
down the enemy with precision when he took up the
mound duties.

The prospects for next year look unusually bright
as the wealth of oncoming material should strengthen
the team greatly.

Let's all get together, fellows, and give our ball team
more support than it has received in the past.
The Scores Cincinnati
Seibler Tailors 3 13
Ohio U. (at Cincy) 8 5
Kentucky (at Lex) 10 10 (darkness)
Wittenberg (at Cincy) 2 15
Wesleyan (at Cincy) 13 6
Ohio State (at Cincy) 7 10
Dennison (at Granville) - 0 6
Wesleyan (at Delaware) 6 5 (10 innings)
Miami (at Oxford) 11 8
Denison (at Cincy) 3 13
Ohio U. (at Athens) 5 6
Marietta (at Marietta) 4 10
Wittenberg (at Springfield) 6 8 (11 innings)

Racquet Wielders

The tennis team has unquestionably finished its
most successful year. The team has been the "Terror
of the Conference." To start with, the team was minus
"Archie McCallum", last year's captain and 0I!e of
the best men in the state.

Captain Howard Dexman and the rest of the team
which consisted of Sidney Meyers, Jonah Mehl, and
Bus Keiser, played through the entire season without
losing a match.

In all the matches Dexman and Meyers played
singles. The two doubles teams consisted of McCallum
and Meyers and Dexman and Keiser.

One of the most interesting facts about the season's
play was that the boys only lost two individual matches.
Blickle, the all-around Wesleyan athlete, beat Sid
Meyers and Richardson of Dennison defeat~d Bus
Heiser. Since that time, however, Myers has had his
revenge by defeating Blickle and putting U. C. plainly
on the Conference map.

All matches consisted of four single and two double
matches except with Michigan State, when there
were five single and two double matches.

Both matches with Ohio University and the one
with Wittenberg were called off on account of rain.

A great deal of credit must go to the team's compe-
tent coach. This is coach Nikoloff''s first year with the
team. We hope that he will be as successful in the
following years as he has been in the past.

The results were as follows:

Denison 1 Cincinnati 5
Ohio Wesleyan 1 Cincinnati 5
Dennison 0 Cincinnati 6
Wittenberg 0 Cincinnati 6
Michigan State 0 Cincinnati 7
Ohio Wesleyan 0 Cincinnati 6

"Progress of A-eronautics in France"
From Engineers and Engineering

Commercial aviation has made considerable progress
in France since the War, there having been no less than
37 aerial lines running on regular schedules at the
beginning of 1925.

The different branches-military, naval, colonial,
and commercial-are still under the four ministries
-War, Navy, Colonies, and Aeronautics, although
some connection between these sections is established
by three central services under the control of an
Under-Secretary of Aeronautics. These services ·ne-
courage and advise the manufacturers of machines.

Landing places are of three kinds: Emergency
Landing Grounds, Stations, and Aerial Ports. France
has now at home and in North Africa 1 main port,
2 secondary ports, 19 stations, 23 emergency landing
grounds, 7 bases, and 1 seaplane port.

The coefficient of security for 1924 was three times
that of 1923. In 1923 there were 12 fatalities for 3,900-
000 miles traveled as against 20 fatalities for 3,500,000
miles traveled in 1922. The percentage of punctuality
for 1924 was ninety-eight. These figures speak
volumes for the reliability of the machines, the effi-
ciency of the organization, and the ability of the pilots.

Many remarkable flights and a world's record
non-stop flight of 2,100 miles attests the sturdiness of
the French machines. In 1919 motors were of 300 H. P.
This was increased to 480 and 500 H. P. in 1924.
Similarly the duration of commercial flight was
increased from 50 to 200 hours during this time and
the average speed from 98 and 108 to 150 and 183
miles per hour during this period.

At present Le Bourget, the Paris airport, is one of
the most completely equipped in the world. Cities
are creating landing fields and aerial depots for them-
selves. French companies are trying to connect
Paris with the capitals of the world, ·with the Near
East, and with South America.

From 1920 to 1925 the operation of air lines has
steadily increased, as shown by the following figures:

Year Trips Distance Passen- Freight Mail
gers

1920 2,386 853,959 1,771 77,038 15,66.0
1921 6,232 2,353,455 10,619 261,890 34,840
1922 7,361 2,798,366 9,502 556,370 167,680
1923 9,720 3,389,195 11,638 969,001 328,440
1924 11,536 3,647,826 16,729 877,591 532,777
These figures in themselves demonstrate the progress

made by France in Aviation.
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A P·olicy of Accomplis hment
Those who rest on their laurels find that the

green leaves quickly wither, and those who pause
in their activity to boast soon discover that fame
has outstripped them.

I-R engineers are continually testing and
perfecting machines already regarded as stand-
ards of efficiency, and devising new ways of
adapting Compressed Air to the demands of
manufacturing plants, railroads, mines, build-
ings, government works, and all the other
developments of our complex civilization.

It is this policy, above all else, which has
won confidence for I-R products the world over.

The name is their only slogan.

INGERSOLL ..RAND COMPANY
11 Broadway • · New York City

Offices in pdncipal cities the world over

T. A ,11 r.u,.~ ,1
I-rrnllf~·rM.r4~r4~ II • ~~~ 4rrft,,~I ~ III PA Ir't~ ~. '" ,~ I I ".~ ~ I'"'II".~~&.~~&~W~&, &~."&L~
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Well Ventilated

That girl has Franklin teeth.
Yes. I bite.
Air-cooled.

Even

She-I despise all men. All men have their price.
He-I adore women. Every woman has her figure.
He-Where can I get hold of you some night this

week?
She-Sir?

Next!

The patient in an asylum sat fishing over a flower
bed. An affable visitor inquired: "How many have
you caught?"

"You're the ninth, so far," replied the patient.

Try This At Home
"So your boy tutors for a living?'"
"Yes. "
"What subjects does he tutor?"
"Why he's a tooter in the college band."

I~ady-"Y ou surely wouldn't separate a mother from
her daughter."

Conductor-Cringing bell)-"Never again, lady. I
.Iid it once and I have regretted it ever since!"

-Clipped.

Fresh to Co-ed-"Have you ever heard the story
about the dimpled knees?"

Co-ed- "N 0."

Freshy-"Aw, you have two."

"Since I bought a car I don't have to walk to the
bank to make my deposits."

"Ah, you ride there."
"No, I don't make any."

Busy Buzz

A young lawyer had just opened an office and hung
out his shingle. The door of the anteroom opened.

"Ah, a client," thought he. "I must impress him."
He grasped the telephone. "No, I'm very sorry, but

it will be absolutely impossible for me to take your case
for less than $2,000.... No, I'm very busy with several
other very important cases and 1simply .... No-no,
I'm very sorry. Good-by."

He hung up the receiver. His client seemed really
impressed.

"And now what can I do for you?" asked the young
lawyer briskly.

"Oh, nothing much, I just came in to connect your
telephone."

Practical Use For Speakers
Chairman of Banquet: "How long will you talk,

old man?"
Speaker: "Oh, five minutes."
Chairman: "Y ou couldn't make it ten could you?

We want to clear the room for dancing."

"Why is a close horse race like a date?"
"I give in-v-whv?"
"Because they both finish neck and neck."

Boosting Business

John was being questioned as to his eligibility forthe
jury in a certain murder case.

"Do you believe in capital punishment?" asked the
prosecuting attorney.

"Yes, answered the juror, "by electrocution."
"What business are you in?" the attorney asked.
"I work for the Electric Company."
"You're excused."
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"Join us in a little game of stud, Colonel?"
"Sir, I do not play stud."
"I beg your pardon. I had an idea you did."
"Yes, I once had that idea myself." -s-Cracher,

"Ma, is Mr. Jones an awfully old man?"
"No, dear, I guess not."
"Well he must .be, I heard pa say last night that Mr.

Jones raised his ante."

Si was looking at a picture of the Leaning Tower of
Pisa the other day. "Well" quoth he, "the fellow who
built that silo certainly must have been drunk."

Get a Shine and Fix YourShoes at

GOODYEAR SHOE REPAIR
and SHINING SHOP

w. McMillan

Ancient-Don't you know that it says in Genesis
that you should clothe yourself?

Modern- Yes, but don't you know that Revelations
are the rage nowadays?

Fond Wife: "Will, do you know you haven't kissed
me for eight days?"

Absent-minded Professor: "No! Dear me, how ex-
cessively annoying! Whom have 1 been kissing?"

Mother-"Larry writes me that he will be home from
college tomorrow."

Father-"What is it-suspension, flunked exam,
student strike or vacation?"

School Supplies for Varsity and Hughes

THE VAR-HUGH
West 1485 205 W. McMillan

Goodhart-"I am collecting for the Church Rum-
mage Sale. What do you do with your old clothes?"

Hardup-"Oh, I hang them up carefully at night and
put them on again in the morning."-Clipped.

1 am twenty-five cents. I am not on speaking terms
with the butcher. I am too small to buy. a quart of
ice cream. 1 am not large enough to purchase a box
of candy. I am too small to buy a ticket to the movie.
I am hardly fit for a tip, but-believe me, when I go to
'church on Sunday, I am considered SOME MONEY.

Catalog and Color Specialists

KNOWLES co.
Railroad and
Co mrn erc ia l

Printing

804-806-808 Sycannore
Cincinnati

Canal 4478

Printers of This Magazine

A Rare Bird

The great detective stood before the rich merchant,
waiting for his instructions. "It's this way," began the
merchant. "I have been robbed of hundreds of dollars.
A rascal has gone about the country, pretending to be
a collector of ours. He has simply coined money. Why,
in a week he has collected more than all our travelers
put together. He must be found as quickly as possible.
Spare no expense."

"Right," said the detective; "within a week he will
be in prison."

"Prison!" cried the merchant. "Why, man, I don't
want him arrested; I want to employ him."-Boston
Post.

The Politest Man

The politest man has been discovered. He was
hurrying along the street the other night, when another
man, also in violent haste, rushed out of a doorway,
and the two collided with great force. The second man
looked mad, while the polite man, taking off his hat,
said: "My dear sir, I don't know which of us is to blame
for this violent encounter, but I am in too great a hurry
to investigate. If I ran into you, I beg "your pardon;
if you ran into me, don't mention it." And he tore
away with redoubled speed.-The Efficiency Magazine.
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To mountain
climbers about

to cross a plateau
THIS is a thought for seniors about to

set forth on the world's biggest climb-
their careers.

Educators tell us that mental growth, if
diagrammed, would show a succession of
mountains and plateaus. Progress in in-
dustry, too, has its plateaus-the periods
when you seem merely to be marking time.

But is it time lost? Older graduates, now
executives in industry, say "No." They re-
call this as really a chance to find one" s self,
to get one's second wind for the next climb
ahead.

And they recall the fact that this whole
journey, up the mount ain and across the plain,
is a great adventure with each man blazing
his own trail, working out his own individu-
ality in the various technical and commercial
activities of modern business.

WesJttTn Electric Company
Makers of the Nation's Telephones

Nnmber 60 of a Series

Published
for the

Communication
Industry

\.. by



PERFORMANCE that pays a profit
Satisfactory performance and Hyatt Hyatt bearings thus installed give
Roller Bearings go hand in hand. years of uninterrupted and low cost

service. They soon pay for themselves
'Thirty-four years of special~zation on by saving power, eliminating repair
one product has resulted In the ac- cost and cutting lubrication to the
cumulation of invaluable marmfactur- ..,.none,ing and installation experience.

Upon the bearings, in a large m.easure,
Application of proper bearings to me.et depends the performance of the equip.
particular requirements is equalled In rnent, You are assured of bearing
importance by the quality of the bear. satisfaction ~the kind that pays divi-
ings themselves. When a Hyatt engi- dends-when Hyatts are used.
neer makes a recommendation he is
guided by best .practice of many sim- HYATT ROLLER BEARING CO.
Ilar jobs. - NEWARK, N. r.

HYATT
ROLLER BEARINGS
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"'here dependability
is vital

IN connection with a new
purnpirig station at Mil-

waukee, Wisconsin, additional
feeder mains were required. It
wasnecessary that one of these

- should carry an unusually large
proportion of the water supply,
and 54-inch pipe was decided
upon. Although pipe of mate-
rial other than cast iron had a
lower first cost, Cast Iron Pipe
was chosen because the possi-
bilityofinterruption to service
had to be reduced toaminimum,

The photograph above
shows a section of pipe being
lowered into the ditch in the
process of laying it.-

fHE CAST IRON PIPE PUBLICITY BUREAU
Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago

-cssr Ilt()N PIPI~
~.:. ••• ~~~" r-~~.~~~ .~ ••• ~~

Our new booklet, "Plan-
ning a Waterworks
System ," which covers
the problem of seater for
the small town, will be

sent on 'request

Send for booklet, "Cast
Iron Pipe for Industrial
Service," showing in-
teresting installations to

meet special Problems

The Flatted Note
Nervous Musician-"Madam, your cat has kept us

awake two nights with its serenade."
:_:Mrs. Nextdore (tartly)-"What do you want me to

do, shoot the cat?"
·;,Nervous Musician-"No, madam, but couldn't you

have him tuned?"-The Mutual Magazine.

Now You Tell One
" "What's the idea of the fancy tip?" said the Night

Club waiter ~ "Y ou must be crazy. Why a dollar is
plenty for the service I gave you. Here, take the rest
back."

A bank takes on a number of young men during the
summer. On their salary receipts is printed a legend
something like this:

"Your salary is your personal business-a confiden-
tial matter-and should not be disclosed to anybody
else."

One of the new boys in signing this receipt added:
"I won't mention it to anybody. I'm just as much

ashamed of it as you are."

NorDlan R. Baker We Build Fay A. Norton

Distinctive Hornes
Moderately Priced

To your order-For the Dlarket

BAKER AND NORTON
410 Traction Building Main 6683

Superstitious
Mistress-"Norah, what do you mean by putting

a benzine bottle on the stove? There will be an acci-
dent!"

Norah-"Bless me, how funny? It's a good thing all
folks airi't as superstitious as you!"-Good Harduiare.

. X-"I hear some one has suggested a statue to the
man who invented rubber tires."

Y.-"Wouldn't a bust be more appropriate?"

Have Your Lunch With Us

Uni.versity Lunch Room
EUGENE SCHMID, Proprietor

243 West McMillan

College Youth (standing on corner)-"Could you
give a poor cripple enough for a cup of coffee and a
sandwich?"

Good Old Lady-"Why, my poor lad, how are you
crippled?"

College Youth-" Financially. "

Clerk-This book will do half your work.
Student-Give me two quick!



Meetingth~
for better gears

with better machines

demand

GEARS have been used for the transmis-
sion of power far back in the misty

reaches of history. But until the end of the
nineteenth century most of them were ill-fit-
ting, noisy, and considered satisfactory as long
as they rattled along together without striking
sparks. Accurate gears were considered neces-
sary only in unusual cases.

With the quick development of interchangeable
parts manufacturing the demand for quiet, accurate,
smoothly running gears was stimulated. The need
became more and more insistent as other mechan-
ical products were developed or improved and,
today, in modern industries, the uses for high qual-
ity, long-wearing gears are thousand fold.

The Brown & Sharpe Mfg.Co.,has been notablysuc-
cessful in developing machines for producing gears
that meet adequately the most exacting of the mod-
ern standards. The complete line in-
cludes Spur and Bevel Gear Cutting
Machines in several sizes
and Spur and
Spiral Gear
Hobbing
Machines.

We shall
be glad to
send descrip-
tive literature
at your re-
quest.

BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. S. A.
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Absence makes lhe marks
grow rounder.

Peripatetic

"Now, tell me, do Frenchmen understand American
slang?"

"I guess some of them do. Why ask?"
"Well, you see, my youngest daughter is to be

married in Paris, and the Count has cabled me to come
across."

The Traffic Problem

Traffic officer, (producing notebook)-"Name,
please?"

Motorist - "Aloysius Alastair Cholmondley
Cyprian-"

Officer (putting book away)-"Well, don't let me
catch you again!"

"Do I really need brushing off?" asked the passenger
in the pullman. "Does you?" exclaimed the porter
with great emphasis. "Boss, Ah's broke."

Clifton Heights Shoe Repair Shop
immediate service

W. 6490 L 167 W. McMillan

When he staggered up to the tiny station there was
no one in sight except an old darky who was sitting
on the platform.

"Uncle," inquired the New Yorker, "why in the
name of goodness did they build this depot so far from
the town?"

The old man scratched his head.
"I don't know, boss," he said, "onless it wuz because

dey wanted to get closer to de railroad."

Soph-"But I don't think I deserve an absolute
"zero.

Prof.-"Neither did I, but it is the lowest mark that
I am allowed to give."



~u can't always
tell from the Campus
LIS is a plain tale of a regular, ever,...
day American undergraduate-an engineer
from the University of Cincinnati, with a
college record much like that of thousands
of other students.

He got a kick out of playing varsity
basketball. He caught on the baseball team.
When Cincinnati won at football, he cele-
brated with the rest. F or a year he super-
vised the student cooperative bookshop. He
was presiden t of the Engineering Tribunal,
the student governing body. In a word,
he did the things well, that college students
everywhere like to do.

But of the specialization which he was
to undertake at Westinghouse-there wasn't
a clue.

'Tbc case of W. E. Thau is another
example of unforeseen opportunities afforded
by such an organization to a man with a
healthy aptitude for getting things done.

After the usual training given college
men, he entered the General Engineering
Department. Later he became Engineer
in Charge of the Marine Section, handling
all marine and government application jobs.
That was six years ago.

Within Thau's time, the Diesel-electric
drive has come to be the most advanced
method of ship propulsion. By means of

Westinehouse

The question is sometimes asked:
_ Where do young men get when they

enter a large industrial organization?
Have they opportunity to exercise creative
talents? Or are they forced into narrow
grooves?

This series of advertisements throws light
on these questions, Each advertisement
takes up the record of a college man who
came with the Westinghouse Company
wit hin the last ten years or so, after
graduation.

I
it the man in the pilot house controls his
vessel as easily and surely as the driver 0 f
an automobile. Also, this system use s
about one-third the fuel of the ordinary
steamship-an enormous saving in dollars,
cargo space and weight. Of all the Diesel-
electric marine installations in the world
todaY--70 per cent are Westinghouse.

Thau and his associates determine how
practical is each application proposed. They
diagnose each customer's needs. They
prescribe the right Westinghouse equipment.

For instance, when the Government sent
word: "Electrify the battleships Tennessee
and Colorado," the Marine Section was
on the job to install turbine electric drives,
which helped to make these warcraft the
most powerful units in the N ationa!
Defense.

Or the Clyde Steamship Line says : "We
want to load these lumber-cargo carriers
electrically. How can we do it? What
will it cost?" Thau must figure to a fine
point the exact requirements.

Thus does the Westinghouse application
engineer combine commercial and engineer-
ing sense to advance the interests of the
customer being served.

·11J U N E ~ 1926



Why do all successful men
carry large policies of

Life Insurance?
They realize that Life Insurance-

(1) Capitalizes Present and Future Earnings.

(2) Creates an immediate Cash Estate.

(3) Makes possible a stabilizing fund to pro-
tect the Business.

(4) Provides a Guaranteed Monthly Income
for wife or dependents.

(5) Enables the insured to Guarantee himself
a Monthly Income at age 60-65.

RALPH HOLTERHOFF
ASSOCIATES

Walter R. Hyman M. A. Boyle
Herbert G. Gere Griffith L. Resor

Louis E. Kuhler

GENERAL AGENT
State Mutual Life Assurance Company

of Massachusetts
816-17-18 SCHMIDT BUILDING
S. W. Cor. Fifth and Main Streets

Main 2947

Steel Sheets that Resist Rust!
The destructive enemy of sheet metal is rust.
It is successfully combated by the use of pro-
tcctive coatings, or by scientific alloying to re-
sist corrosion. Well made steel alloyed with
Copper gives maximum endurance. Insist upon.

KEYSTONE
Rust-Resisting

Copper Steel

ee S
Black and Galvanized
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The maid held the door not more than two inches
open, and peered through the crack. ~~N0, I haven't
any money to give you; you'll have to come round again
after 5 o'clock, when Mrs. James is at home," she said.

"I can't, madam," replied the beggar, politely, "I
only work from 8 to 4."

Fairview Dry Cleaners
"THE BEST YET"

We call and deliver
West 6965 213-215 W. McMillan

Stage Director (after stormy passage with "star")-
Do you think I've been a stage director for fifteen

Q\' •
years for, nothing?

Star-I cannot:say as to that, but if you haven't,
you have cheatedthe management.

----

Greetings, CO-OpS!
We are always glad to submit designs for

Fraternity Badges and Society Keys
Designers and MaTters

THE MILLER JEWELRY CO.
Greenwood Bldg. Sixth and Vine

Keystone Copper Steel gives superior service for roof-
ing, siding, gutters, spouting, culverts, flumes, tanks, and
all uses to which sheet metal is adapted-above or below
the ground. Our booklet Facts tells you why. We manu-
facture American Bessemer, American Open Hearth,
and Keystone Copper Steel Sheets and Tin Plates.

Black Sheets for all purposes
Keystone Copper Steel Sheets
Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized Sheets
Apollo-Keystone Galvanized Sheets
Culvert, Flume, and Tank Stock
Corrugated Sheets
Formed Roofing and Siding Products
Automobile Sheets-all grades
Electrical Sheets, Special Sheets
Deep Drawing and Stamping Stock
Tin and Terne Plates, Black Plate, Etc.

Our Sheet and Tin Mill Products represent the highest standards of quality, and
are particularly suited to the requirements of the mining, engineering, and general
construction fields. Sold by leading metal merchants. Write nearest District Office.

..American Sheet and Tin Plate Compa~
General Offices: Frick Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

=========DISTRICT SALESOFFICES=========
Chicago Cincinnati Denver Detroit New Orleans New York

Philadelphia Pittsburgh St. Louis
Pacific Coast Representatives: UNITEDSTATESSTEELPRODUCTSCO., San Francisco

LOB Angeles Portland Seattle
Export Representatives z UNITEDSTATESSTEELPRODUCTSCO., New York City

~. --,KEYSTONE, .



PAY US A VISIT
To those of you who are intending to
take up places of responsibility in manu-
facturing plants using machine tools we
extend a cordial invitation to visit our
plant at Oakley. You will find the latest
design Milling JVlachines and Grinders ..
We know it will pay you to become
thoroughly familiar with our products
and our manufacturing methods.

The Cincinnati Milling Machine Company
Cincinnati, Ohio
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This Pyramid Column Cincinnati Miller has
the motor enclosed in the column. I t is the
latest design single pulley machine of its
size and type, and typifies the progressive-
ness of our design and products.

And That's That
Judge: "Pat, I wouldn't think that you would hit a

little man like that."
Pat: "Suppose he called you an Irish slob?"
"But I'm not an Irishman."
"Suppose he called you a Dutch slob?"
"But I'm not a Dutchman."
"Well, suppose he called you the kind of a slob you

are?"

A woman got on a trolley-car and finding that she
had no change, handed the conductor a $10 bill. '.'I'm
sorry," she said, "but I haven't a nickel."

"Don't worry, lady," said the conductor, "you'll
have just 199 of 'em in a minute."

Doc-"What kind of toothpaste do you use?"
Ike-"Never use it; my teeth ain't loose."

Mrs. Mahoney-"'Ow did your old man break 'is
front teeth?"

Mrs. Muldoon-"Tryin' t' drink out of a bottle
on a motor bus."-Smith's Weekly (Sydney)

'-'
P~ONE 125 Opera Plac{?
~6:l'6 CINCINNATI

oJ

DESIGNING
RI;TOUCHING

• PI-lOTOGRAPI-lING
l-lALr:-TON ~S
ZINC I;TO-lING
PROC~SS PLAHS

514Vine St.
Cincinnati, O.

BostonianS
FAMOUS SHOES FOR MEN
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Service, a la Carte
CAFETERIA SERVICE

11A.M. to 2 P.M.-5 P.M. to 8 P.M.

Wee ater to Ladies
and Gentlemen

'" and Strive to
Please the

~ - Palate

We
Serve
a Variety of "
Tasty, "Homey"
Pure Foods.

YOU'LL LIKE 'EM "'\

211 W. McMillan St.

"You say," remarked the spectator, "that every
time you put your head in the lion's mouth you are
afraid it will be the last?"

"Yes," replied the lion tamer sadly. "The poor old
chap is gettin' awful feeble. Age is liable to get him
any time."-Ex.

Ike: So your name is Clancy? Be ye any relation
to Tim Clancy?

Clancy: Very distant. I was me mither's first
child and Tim was her 12th.

He (after quarrel): I think our lips are parallel,
don't you?

She: I don't know, why?
He: Because they never meet.

First Boarding-house Keeper: "1 keep my boarders
longer than you do."

Second Landlady: "Oh, I don't know. You keep
them so thin that they look longer than they are."

-Ex.

"Oh, Henry! Do come into the kitchen. There's a
mouse squeaking dreadfully."

"Eh-what d'you say? Blame it all-can't you oil
it yourself?"

Barber (telling yarn to customer): I'm sorry, sir,
but when I started this yarn I forgot you was only a
hair-cut, so p'raps you'd better have a shave and sham-
poo so as to hear it all through!

An Oversight
Husband: "That man is the ugliest person I ever

saw."
Wife: "Hush, John. Not so loud, you're forgetting

yourself. "

About Val"es, ask Crane
The five-letter word "valve" has a
big significance in engineering. To
a small bathroom or the Panama
Canal, reliable valves are essential.
A midget valve 78 of an inch in
size or a gian t 72-inch motor-
operated gate valve, each has its
special place in the engineering
world. Each requires tested mate-
rials, skillful engineering and pains-
taking manufacture. Seventy-one-
years of study, tests and-experience
has made Crane expert on valves
for every purpose and pressure.
Throughout. your career, valves
will work wi th you in can trol-
ling water, steam, oil, air and gas.
To you coming engineers, Crane
offers you the benefit of this expe-
rience. In your school work or in
your profession later, whenever
you need information on valves,
ask Crane.

Gate Val"eNo.459
A general service ga te
valve of Crane special
brass for steam working
pressures up to 200 1bs.

CRANE VALVES

CRANE
Address all inquiries to Crane Co., Chicago

GENERAL OFFICES: CRANE BUILDING, 836 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO
Bra nc n es and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Fifty-five Cities

National EXhibit Rooms: Chicago, Neu: To re ; Atlantic City, San Francisco and Montreal
Works: Chicago, Briageport,Birmingham,Chattanooga, 'Trenton, Montreal and St..Johns, ~e.

CRANE EXPORT CORPORATION: NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO, MEXICO CITY, HAVANA

CRANE LIMITED: CRANE BUILDIKG. 386 BEAVER HALL SQUARE, MONTREAL

CRANE-BENNETT, LTD., LONDON

C!! CRANE: PARIS, BRUSSELS



Experience-
In no industry is experience in manufacture
more essential than in the production of
explosives. Physical control of the product
is paramount. .

Du Pont has made explosives continuously
for 123 years-originating or developing
nearly every great forward step in explo-
sives manufacture in this country.

Ability derived from long experience has
enabled du Pont to serve industrial needs
and even to anticipate those needs by origi-
nating new methods, new processes and
new products.

The most efficient methods of employing
modern explosives may be found in the
"Blasters' Handbook," -a practical and
authoritative work now being used by in-
structors and students in many of the lead-
ing technical institutions throughout the
country. It will be sent free upon request.

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO.
INCORPORATED

Explosives Department

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE

123 YEAI\S OF LEADEI\.SHIP IN THE SEI\..VI·CE OF.INDUSTR.Y

M A K E 1\.5 0 f POW D E 1\-5 - nNe E 18 0 Q."'"
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H. and P. System
"How do you. study when your roommate is type-

writing?"
"Oh, that's all right. I read a chapter between

clicks."-Ex.

"That woman has been walking the streets all day."
"How do you ·know?"
"I've been following her."

"My wife drives me to drink!"
"You're lucky, brother. Most of us have to fight

for it."

He (having just kissed her): That was indeed a
triumph of mind over matter ..

She : Yes I didn't mind, because you didn't matter.

Chemistry Prof.: What is the best solvent for gold?
Married Student: Matrimony.

Mathematical Instruments - Drawing Materials

Special. Prices to U. C. Students

The FERD WAGNER COMPANY
113 E. FIFTH STREET Opposite Post Office

West 2431

The STUDENT CONFECTIONERY
CANDY -CIGARS-STATIONERY

Hughes' Corner, at the End of Clifton Avenue

Doctor (to fair patient): You certainly have acute
appendicitis.

Fair Patient: Oh, Doctor, you flatter me.

Joe: I see that knee-skirts have reduced street-car
accidents 50 percent.

Matty : Wouldn't it be fine if accidents could be
prevented entirely?

Teacher: Your answer is as clear as mud.
Student: Well that covers the ground, doesn't it?

George- You danced with Betty last night, didn't
you?~

Sam- Yes, how did you know?
George-Well, I saw her buying a crutch and a new

pair of shoes this morning.
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I.a4

On your deposits
makes a savings
accoun t a profi t-
able, growing in-
vestmen t , We
will gladly serve
you at our

UNITY
North ·Cinti. Branch

Vine & Calhoun
The

PROVIDENT
Savings Bank & T rust Co.

Seventh and Vine I -

w. 1774 X Open daily until 9:30 P.M.
Sundays 8 to 12.and 4 to 6:30

.CLIFTON DELICATESSEN
(J. R. WOODLEY, Proprietor)

Imported and Domestic Delicacies
Fresh Ba!?ery Goods Received Daily

We make sandwiches 230 W. McMillan

She: "Are you sure you took the right road?"
He: "Somebody sure did. Awful thing they left

in its place, too."

"Life!" cried the judge.
"Hooray!" cried the prisoner. "The Bars and

Stripes forever."

Joseph Jr.: Ma, I just saw Daddy kiss the maid.
His Mother: The little runt, I didn't think he was

tall enough.

That Educated Tramp Again
Lady: "Now that you have had a good dinner, are

you equal to the task of sawing some wood?"
Tramp: "Madam, equal is not the proper word,

I am superior to it."



,
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Phone, Avon 3116

The J.H. Fielman Dairy Co.
Pasteurized Milk

and Cream
And Other Dairy Products

2519 VINE STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO

Johny can you tell me what is wrong with this
sentence? The horse and cow is in the field.

Yes ma'am. ladies should come first.

Pippin-"Oh, look, the players are covered with
mud. How will they ever get it off?';

Another Ditto-"What 'do you think the scrub
team is for?"

YOUR BARBER

CHRIS BALLAUER
228 West McMillan Street

Remington Portable
. Electrical Engineeringand other Keyboards

Weighs 14 lbs.
STANDARD 4-ROW
Keyboard
COMPACT, easy running
Has 2-color ribbon, back-
spacer, automatic ribbon
reverse

Sold on

$5
Monthly
Payments

WE SELL ALL MAKES

"AWMCO" REBUILT TYPEWRITERS
$25 and up

Typewriters Rented at Special Rates to Students
Phone Main 2573

AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE CO., Inc.
148 East 4th St., Near Main

Est. over 45 years-23 Branch Stores

University Representative M. GORAB-Engineering Mail Box
Tel. Avon 9221

'~- ;.--, ·-;.-z;;)'..W'zm' ··W'fff8Yv~m2f(:::::::;(:;;:~~fiC1!{~:;"':~,-~ .....~ . ;x;:;:a:w,v·'::".

BARCLAY-VESEY BUILDING
NEW YORK TELEPHONE CO.

McKenzie} Voorhees & Gmelin, Architects
Outside Windows Mississippi

Polished Wire Glass
MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS CO.

220 Fifth Avenue
:hicago New York St. Louis



A SIDE' from standing ready with a Central Station that is the last letter inL-l.. engineering development-with a distribution system that is beyond
. reproach-with trained men at their post in order to give satisfactory serv-

ice to our customers twenty-four hours a day, 365 days in every year-the
Union Gas and .Electric Company reinforces this service by another intangible yet
very real aid rendered by the Industrial Sales Department.

We believe that ur customers using our Central Station Service know that we
are more concerned with how much bigger results in production they can derive
from our Electric Service, than how much more energy they can consume.

The staff of the Industrial Sales Department is made up of Engineers who
stand ready at all times to give our customers, our prospective customers, or in
fact" anyone in our territory, their aid and advice in solving problems that may be
called personal to each manufacturing plant.

In order to recommend a more feasible and economical operating cost schedule,
these Engineers will spend all the time that is necessary in your plant making a
complete survey, establishing costs for power and suggesting a better and more
economical use of the energy that you are now buying.

- We feel it our duty to offer to the community in which we operate, this service.
I t is gi en freely. There is no obligation carried with it, and we believe in it as the
medium through which we can establish the confidence that we want our customers
to have in their Central Station Service.

A call to our Industrial Sales Department will bring to your plant the service
of an Engineer, whose duty it is to see that your problems are solved, and who shall
not leave you until you are satisfied.

Industrial Sales Department. Telephone Main 2000.

The Union Gas &'Electric Company

Central Service
Station

Our Industrial Engineers join hands with the Engineering Profession of
Cincinnati in contributing to the welfare of this great Industrial Community.
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